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The Secretary-General

TO:

A:

DATE :

16 October 1987

REFERENCE : _ _ _ _ _ __
THROUGH :
S/C OE :

Jean Ripert, Director-General for Developnent
and International Economic Co-operation

FROM :

DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

Your meeting with select Executive Heads

You are scheduled to meet with some Executive Heads of the system on
Wednesday, 21 October at 5: 00 p. m. for about an hour. Those attending will be
Mr. Conable (World Bank), Mr. Carrdessus (IMF), Mr. Blanchard (ILO),
Mr. Draper (UNDP), Mr. Grant (UNICEF), Mr. Dadzie (UN:TAD), Mr. Ahmed (DIE&?\),
Mr. Xie {D'ICD) , Mr. TOlba {UNEP) aoo reyself.
In the letter of invitation, it was indicated that you wished to discuss
the role of EXX>SOC in the light of suggestions made in your report on the work
of the Organization, and to identify for future discussion substantive issues
of vital concern which warrant a concerted approach by the system as a whole.
There are attached preliminary draft talking points for the meeting.
However, in view of the inportance of this meeting aoo the issues involved, I
may wish to revert to the matter after further reflection and consultations
with some of our senior colleagues.

16 October 1987

Talking points for the Secretary-{;eneral's private
meeting with Executive Heads

Let me first of all thank you for joining ma today.

I proposed this

meeting because I think it is useful to get together from time to time in a
more limited and less formal setting than NX.. You represent in good maasure
the bulk of econanic canpetence of the United Nations systan and, as indicated
in my letter of invitation, I suggested that it might be useful to consider
together two related topics -- the proposal to restructure EXX>.9X contained in
my report on the work of the organization and the identification of issues of

vital concern whidl warrant a concerted approach by the system as a whole.

I plan at the NX. meeting tanorrow to ccxment more extensively on my
FmSO::

proposal and do not propose to discuss it in detail now.

But the

central question which I am trying to address in the proposal is the need to
develop a coherent framework of priorities which would permit a rational
distribution of tasks aroong the organizations of the system.

EXX>SOC

is the

charter body given responsibility for promoting the co-ordination of our
econcmic and social activities.

How

can it better be used so that it can play

this role?

However necessary as a first step, it is obviously difficult for
goverrnrents to agree on priorities.

But there are some areas which have

.,
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clearly emerged as bein:J of priority to the international camunity, and
(JV

~

perhaps we could use one [°f those areas to better focus our discussion today.

I would suggest that debt and related problems is one such area, and I
am sure that in this roan I need not go i nt o a discussi on of the import ance of
the issue .

Each of our organizations i s i nvolved .

recent meetin:Js of mcI'AD, the Fund and the Bank.

It was a central issue at
Mr .

Blanchard and

Mr

Grant

have been active in dealin:J with social irrplications. '!'he Brundtland report
casts the problem in the context of environmentall

l ~ ~•

I am impressed by the extensive attention which the General Asserrbly i s ooce
again givin:J to the subject.

I am askin:J myself whether all of thi s activi ty constitutes a coherent
whole, whidl will lead to a definable outcome that will involve the nost
effective use of our collective capacities.

I fully appreciate that the

decisions are those of goverrurents, but are we satisfied that in the
Secretariats we are doin:J all that can be done to help them fi.oo ways out of
their present difficulties?

I believe that all of us recognize t;hat countries have to grow out of
their debt problems. 'Ibis requires the adoption by them of sourrl develcprent
strategies, reinforced by supportive i nternational action.

As Secr etariats,

we are involved in various aspects in ass i sting goverrurents - - i n assessing

the possible impact on their countries of the economic environment, in

formulatin:J appropriate rnacro-econanic arrl sectoral pol icies, arrl in their

-

/

...
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negotiations with partners in such fora as consultative groups and roundtables.

At the intergovernmental level, I do not propose that rol9X be the fora
for substantive negotiations and decision.

But it could be the

instrumentality for a serious central review of the many dimensions of the
debt problematique and of the strands of activity talcing place which could
provide a solid basis for governments reaching clear understandings on a rore
rational distribution of responsibilities that would reflect the
interrelatedness of issues.

It seems to me that there is a wide range of agreement on what needs to
be done in respondil'Y:1 to the debt crises and varyil'Y:1 degrees of camtitnent by

governments, i~ludiD;J the major econanic powers.

A critical problem is to

translate this carmitnent into action. Could not EXX>SOC, as part of a general
review, be useful in pushil'Y:1 countries to live up to their camiitnents?

For a:::nso: to play this role would require careful preparation,
suggests the pooling of our resources.

and

Thus the proposal contained in my

report for a small interagency -planning staff.

If you consider the ideas

which I have put forth regarding the debt problematique worth pursuing,

\Ive

might consider establishing, on an experimental basis, a small team which
could develop them rore fully.

this

r
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NATIONS UNIES
MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

Mr. Alvaro de Soto
Special Assistant to the Secretary-General
Office of the Secretary-General

TO:
A:

DATE :

13 October 1987

REFERENCE: _ _ _ _ _ __

THROUGH :
S/C

DE :

FROM :
DE:

Jean Ripert

SUBJECT:

OBJET:

Bolivian/Chilean exchanges in the Second Ccmmittee

I thought I should draw your attention to the exchange between the two
countries last week in the Second Committee. The tone of the exchange was not
vituperative.
Attached are copies of the statements.
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MISION PERMANENTE DE BOLIVIA
ANTE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
211 E. 43 ST. - SUITE 802
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

REPLICA DE LA DELEGACION DE BOLIVIA
EN LA SEGUNDA COMISION
Nueva York, 9 de octubre de 1987.

Senor Presidente:
En la tarde de ayer, participe a nombre de mi
Delegaci6n en el Debate General de la Segunda Comisi6n, para
exponer la posici6n de mi Delegaci6n sobre
el
temario
econ6mico del 42° periodo de sesiones.
Hice referencia a la
incertidumbre que caracteriza el entorno econ6mico externo y
las perspectivas de la economia mundial regional y de mi
pais.
Realize un recuento de los principales problemas
macroecon6micos de la economia mundial y que dificulta la
recuperaci6n

de

los

palses en desarrollo, hable del impacto,

del deterioro del entorno externo sobre el funcionarniento de
la
economia
boliviana los obstaculos que dificultan su
desarrollo integral y sostenido, las medidas econ6micas para
solucionar la crisis econ6rnica, los logros alcanzados y las
perspectivas
futuras.
Entre
los
distintos
aspectos
relatives
a los obstaculos que dificultan el desarrollo
econ6mico de Bolivia hice
menci6n
al
costo
econ6mico
adicional que significa el enclaustramiento maritime impuesto
por Chile desde la guerra del Pacifico en 1879.
Senale
desarrollo

que

econ6mico

constituye
y

no

el

un

gran

obstaculo

exclusive

pero

para

el

que

si

particulariza
la situaci6n boliviana, pues, se sabe que
Bolivia como los demas paises en desarrollo enfrenta otros
acuciantes problernas que son la , pesada carga de la deuda
externa, el bajo nivel de los precios de los productos
basicos, altas las tasas de interes y su repercusi6n sobre la
transferencia inversa de recurses.
Tambien senale que dicho
enclaustramiento lirnita su participaci6n en programas
de
integraci6n regional y multinacional sobre bases equitativas
y justas, que su soluci6n constituye un factor decisive para
el desarrollo compartido y la unidad latinoamericana.
Lo anterior es un hecho reconocido por la comunidad
internacional, asi
esta
establecido
en
las
multiples
resoluciones sob re el tema, en la Organizaci6n de los Estados
Americanos, el organismo hernisferico regional que a partir de
su IX Asamblea, en su parte sustancial senal6:

.,,
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"Que es de interes hemisferico permanente encontrar
una solucion equitativa por la cual Bolivia obtenga
acceso soberano y util al Oceano Pacifico.
"Que
es
necesario
conseguir,
con espiritu de
fraternidad e integracion americana, el
objetivo
senalado en el punto anterior y consolidar una paz
estable, que estimule el progreso economico y social
en el area de America directarnenta afectada por las
consecuencias del enclaustramiento de Bolivia" .
Asi tambien, lo reconocio el Acuerdo de Cartagena
que en una parte sobresaliente de su Decision 185 respecto al
enclaustramiento de Bolivia sefiala: " ... ocasiona a ese pais
problemas de restricciones que repercuten desfavorablemente
en su desarrollo1"
"
que dentro de esas condiciones
cobran notoriedad los problemas
del
transporte
y
las
comunicaciones
fisicas
de
Bolivia con los puertos del
Pacifico y con el resto de la sub-region".
"Que tales
deficiencias inciden desfavorablemente en la participacion de
Bolivia dentro el proceso de la integracion andina".
El prop6sito de mi intervencion no fue
el
de
polemizar sobre hechos que son reconocidos por la comunidad
internacional , res p ecto
al
obvio
costo
economico
que
significa a Bolivia su enclaustramiento maritime.
Sino el
de hacer un analisis de la relacion economica de Bolivia con
la economia mundial.
Sin embargo, la Delegacion de Chile en su replica ha
cometido impresiciones, que
deseo
aclarar
para
evitar
posteriores equivocaciones.
La Delegaci6n de Chile senal6 que Bolivia es un pais
rnediterraneo y no un pais enclaustrado, lo cual es una
evidente equivocacion, pues, Bolivia nacio a su independencia
con una costa soberana de mas de 400 kil6rnetros, que incluia
cuatro puertos y siete caletas la ctial fue invadida y ocupada
militarmente

por

Chile

en

1879.

Su

anexi6n

fue

unilateralmente declarada en 1887, 14 anos antes del Tratado
de 1904 que le fue irnpuesto a Bolivia y por el cual se
establecio el derecho de libre transito.

,
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Se senal6 erroneamente que Chile subvenciona
el
comercio exterior de Bolivia, ya que subutiliza la capacidad
de transporte de los ferrocarriles que unen a ambos paises.
Deseo aclarar en todo caso que Bolivia paga en dolares por el
uso de dichos ferrocarriles que transporta mercancias tanto
bolivianas
como
chilenas, asimismo es este vinculo que
facilita el desarrollo de la zona norte de Chile y que seria
aun mucho mas beneficioso para ambos paises de solucionarse
el problema del enclaustramiento boliviano.
Si
Bolivia
subutiliza los ferrocarriles y puertos chilenos se debe a sus
altos fletes ya que las companias internacionales de seguros
los consideran deficientes, de alta tasa de hurto y merma,
por lo que sus primas son elevadas en comparaci6n a otros
puertos.
La Delegaci6n de Chile afirm6 que Bolivia goza de un
amplio transito, mejor que el que dispone la Convenci6n de
Naciones Unidas sobre el comercio de transito de los Estados
sin literal.
Debo aclarar que el libre transito que Chile
otorga a Bolivia, no es una concesi6n graciosa sino una
obligaci6n que nace en el propio tratado que fue impuesto en
1904.
Mi pais al suscribir la Convenci6n de Naciones Unidas
sobre Libre Transite dej6 establecido que, "Bolivia no era un
pais sin literal, sino una naci6n que por circunstancias
transitorias esta privada de acceso. al mar a traves de su
costa propia.".
La Convenci6n anterior esta en consideraci6n del
Congreso Boliviano, para su ratificaci6n.
Esto no quiere
decir que Bolivia pretenda sustituir con esa Convenci6n el
regimen bilateral de libre transito que Chile se oblig6 con
Bolivia.
Se puede senalar que Chile
no
ratific6
la
Convenci6n de las Naciones Unidas sobre el Derecho del Mar
porque no quiere reconocer los derechos de los paises sin
literal a compartir recurses maritimos vivos, establecidos en
la Convenci6n.
Bolivia propuso negociar a Chile al respecto
y este ultimo interrumpi6 las negociaciones.
Finalmente se senal6 la existencia de comisiones
mixtas
entre ambos paises y que nunca se trataron los
problemas que he mencionado, debo aclarar que evidentemente
el ano pasado en Naciones Unidag se determin6 la creaci6n de
una comisi6n binacional para resolver problemas que separan a
ambos paises y que osbtaculizan su integraci6n complementaria
sobre bases equitativas y justas, · pero que, esa comisi6n
tenia un caracter complementario a la negociaci6n a nivel de
Cancilleres sobre la soluci6n al problema fundamental que
separa
a
nuestros paises,
es decir la superaci6n del
enclaustramiento de Bolivia, sin embargo dicha negociaci6n se
vi6
suspendida
por la decision unilateral de Chile de
interrumpir esa negociaci6n en junio del presente ano a pesar
de la buena disposici6n de mi Gobie~no.
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Forty-second General As sembly
Second Committ ee
9th Meet i ng (PM)

9 October 1

SECOND COMMITTEE CONCLUDES DEBATE ON WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION
The Second Committee (Economic and Financial) this afternoon concluded
its debate on the world economic situation after hearing 11 more speakers.
Making statements this afternoon were the representatives of Kuwait,
Tunisia, Nepal, Congo, Iran, United Arab Emirates, Thailand, Cuba, Angola,
Morocco and t he Philippines.
In a concluding statement, the Chairman, Guennadi I. Oudovenko (Ukraine },
said the debate had reflected the interests of all States. It had been
generally agreed that the world economy had experienced a downturn in 1986,
and that the f uture of the world economy was fraught with uncertainties.
World trade was not expanding sufficiently. And most economies faced
difficult ies in restor ing economic growth.
He said the pr evai l ing view was that the debt crisis had intensified i n
1986, and t hat despite their strenuous attempts at adjustment, there was no
relief in si ght for the developing countries with their balance-of-payments
problems. Widespr ead concern had been expressed for the prospects for
economic growth .
The repr esentati ves of Bolivia and Chile spoke in exercise of the right
of reply.
The Committee will begin its cons i der at i on of the question of the
external debt cris i s when it meets again at 10 a.m. Tuesday, 13 October.

(more}
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The Second Committee (Economic and Financial) met this afternoon to
continue its debate on the world economic situation.
Statements Hade
The first speak.er, MOHAMMAD SAAD AL SALLAL (Kuwait), said that
restructuring the international economic system on a more just and equal basis
was a primary condition for the economic advance of developing countries. The
ability of those countries to finance imports and service their external debt
must be approved. The deterioration in the price of commodities roust be taken
into account in that regard.
Peace, security and stability were critical factors in the process of
development, he said. Kuwait, for its part, had been rendering assistance to
developing countries despite the decrease in the price of its main commodity.
The strengthening of the dialogue between North and South, and the
serious search for solutions to the difficult economic problems facing the
.world today, were the only options available to the international community,
he said. Only if that were established would a more just international
economic system see the light.
MAHMOUD MESTIRI (Tunisia) said that international economic relations
today seemed to be marked by consultations after many years of absence of
dialogue. That was why he felt that there was renewed hope for the medium and
lopg term. At the same time, the developing countries had decided to take
their destiny into their own hands. Most of their efforts had not yet yielded
fruit.
The task before the international community now was to grab the
opportunity it had to eliminate famine, hunger, disease and the imbalance
between rich and poor. A fundamental choice must be made. For Tunisia, the
United Nations was a unique place for consultations. A timetable must be
established for economic measures to be adopted by the international
community. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development {UNCTAD)
must play an active role in that regard.
The upcoming summit meeting of African leaders would deal almost
exclusively with the debt problem, he said. Noting that eight Latin American
leaders would also be meeting to deal with the debt iss~e. he said it was
important now to focus on the implementation of the recommendations of the
seventh session of UNCTAD {UNCTAD VII) concerning the indebtedness of
developing countries. It must be kept in mind that almost 70 per cent of the
debt of developing countries was owed by African countries.
MOHAMMAD MOHSIN (Nepal) said the problems of poverty and underdevelopme l? t
that falling commodity prices, excessive foreign indebtedness, unfavourable
trade terms and low level of external financing had aggravated, could not be
resolved by short-term ad hoc measures. To accomplish this, both mid- and
long-term action plans had to be drawn and put into operation. However, to
carry them out on a global scale, the existing structure of international
economic order needed to be revamped.
1949P

(more)

~
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current economic system. The adverse situations conf r onting the third world
were greater than ever. It was paradoxical to think the world could live in
peace with misery, with exploitation, or with injustice. Peace and
development were indissolubly united.
He said the peoples of the third world saw that the products of their
wort were disappearing abroad to profit the transnational corporations and the
commercial banks. What hope could the peoples of the third world feel ~nder
those circumstances? They were asted to pay the cost for crises for which
they had no responsibility. Attention must be paid to the problem of
protectionism, which had destroyed inter.national trade at a time when the
third world needed additional resources from its exports in order to confron
the effects of economic crisis.
He said the new international economic order must be set in motion in
order to achieve justice and equity in international relations. Without a
definitive solution to the problems of the third world there could be no
balanced international economic. development and no peace.
JOAO DA COSTA (Angola) said that the br.iefest of analysis clearly showed
that, apart from two years during which some positive signs had been apparent,
the international economic. situation continued to be defined by clear
imbalances. Only three months ago, UNCTAD VII, together with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank , had sought to find a
solution to the present economic problems. However, the cold facts were that
interest rates continued to rise, commodity prices continued to dee.line, and
protectionist barriers had been rising higher and higher. The unprecedented
external debt problem, coupled with the other difficulties, had plunged the
developing countries into a desperate situation.
The economic problems of the developing countries were the consequence of
structural disorders, he said. Those problems, global in natur.e, called for
global solutions. In that regard, the desperate economic situation in Africa
deserved particular attention, especially on the part of the United Nations.
The situation in Africa had not improved since the international community had
not been equal to assuming its responsibility.
Angola, for its part, had attempted to deal with its economic problems,
he said. However, its efforts continued to come up against the obstacles
erected by the racist regime in Pretoria. That was why he thought that
special attention should be devoted to the situation in southern Africa.
ABDERRA.HTH BEN MOUSSA (Morocco) said it was necessary to create an
exterior environment that. wo~;ld en°Z<,ut·ngq v;t· owth for the de11eloping
countries. There must be stability in exchange rates, lower interest rates, a
reduction in protectionism, better terms of trade for developing countries,
and an increase in the resources of multilateral organisms.

There must also be, be went on, capital a<:cun1ulation by the developing
countries, particularly in sectors dealing with export . Debt must be
restructured. Preferential treatment should be given to the least developed
countrie s, especially to those African countries with populations suffering
{more)
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from famine and with economies severely handicapped by environmental
conditions.
He said that unilateral or sectoral measures would be insufficient. Nor
was t here any question of resolving problems through philanthropy. Each
people had a sovereign right to adopt, or to evolve, within the system of its
choice, its own means for development. The public sector played an important
role in developing countries. The private sector was also undeniably
important. Morocco intended to introduce a resolution to proclaim a United
Nations internation al decade for the prevention of natural disasters, from
1990 to 2000. The period would be marked by the elaboration of a programme of
concrete measures for preventing natural disasters, with particular regard to
the developing world. That resolution would be introduced with the support of
Japan and a number of other countries.
LORNA VERANO YAP {Philippines} said her country was undertaking such
str-uctural reforms as the privatization of Government-owned enterprises, the
dismantling of monopolies, the lifting of price controls, import
liberalization, and agrarian, tax and tariff reforms. Those efforts had shown
positive results. For the first time in four years, the Phi li ppine economy
had posted a modest growth. Present indications pointed to a better
performance in the coming year.
A rosy picture could not, however, be painted for the international
economy, she said. Protectionism must be eliminated, as had been stressc:id by
UNCTAD VII and the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. Also,
agreements concerning the prices of commodities, especially the UNCTAD
agreement establishing the Common Fund for Commodities, must be allowed to
contribute to the stabilization of commodity prices.

Concerning the debt issue, she said the international community was
apparently beginning to recognize the social coses of adjustments by debtor
countdes and the need to place greater emphasis on that problem. As a result
of that recognition, the debt management strategy had been slowly influenced
by a framework that allowed growth in the debtor countries to take precedence
over debt servicing.

GONZALO C. CAPRIROLO-CATTORETTI {Bolivia), speaking in right of reply,
said he had referred to the deterioration of the Bolivian economy and the
obstacles in the way of its developmEmt as a result of the rnacro-ec.onomic.
situation. He had also referred to the fact that since the 1879 war of the
Pac.if ic, Chile had imposed upon Boli vfa a land-locked situation.
Bolivia faced many other problems, he continued. But, in particular,
\ being land-locked had limited Bolivia's participation in several regional
programmes. That fact had been recognized by the international community as a
whole. The purpose of his statement about Bol ivia's land-locked situation had
\
not been to institute polemics. The facts of Bolivia's situation were well
known to all.
(more)
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Chile, however, had made several err.ors in its reply, he said. The
Chilean representative had said Bolivia had never been a coastal country.
That was not true. In 1887, Chile had invaded and annexed Bolivia's ports.
Bolivia had been a coastal country when it became independent. It was falsely
stated that Chile gave Bolivia free transportation. Bolivia paid for
transportation across Chile in dollars, and it transported Chilean goods as
well, which helped to develop the north of Chile. The fact was that Bolivia
had been deprived of a coastline, through no fault of its own . Chile, in
fact, had not ratified the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention because it
did not want land-locked countries to share in the resources of .the sea.
Negotiations between Bolivia and Chile on Bolivia's land-locked condition had
been unilaterally suspended by Chile.
CRISTIAN MAQUIEIRA {Chile), speaking in exercise of the right of reply,
said be regretted having to reply to the representative of Bolivia. That
delegation had set forth a premise that he did not share, the premise that
Chile was impeding Bolivia's developmerit. Development problems usually
stemmed from internal causes rather than geography. However, there was no
point in arguing about that.
·
It would be more useful, he said, to hear the opinion of the Department
of International Economic and Social Affairs (DIESA) on co-operation be t ween
developing countries concerning transport. The report from DIESA had stated
that the Arica-La Paz Integrated Transport System was certainly the most
comprehensive and efficient system of co-operation in roil transport in the
region.
That report provided another example of how Chile discharged its
obligations towards free transit, he said. The current President of Bolivia,
in a letter to a former President of Bolivia, had stated that the problem of
the port was not part of the most important problems confronting Bolivia . The
assertion that Bolivia's problems resulted from its lack of access to the sea
was biased because it sought to divert attention from the true causes of
Bolivia's backwanlness.
Mr. Cl1PRIROLO (Boliv i a) said that the problem of being land-locked, which
was imposed upon Bolivia by Chile, constituted a major problem. It was not
the only one, but Bolivia was interested in solving it.

.
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MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO:

DATE :

A:

13 October 1987

REFERENCE: _ _ _ _ _ __
THROUGH :
S/C DE:

Iqbal Haji
Office of the Director-General for
Development and International Economic Co-operation

FROM :

DE:

SUBJECT:

oeJET:
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As discussed at the meeting on 25th September, the Director-General
would like to confirm that the next meeting will be held on Friday,
16 October, fran 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in his conference room.

,.___). ,
\
~~

He would like to suggest the following points for discussion:
1. International economic situation with especial reference to debt,
Africa, in the light of illCl'AD VII and the IMF/World Bank meetings. (Concept
of "international economic security".)
2.

Possible preparations for an International Development Strategy.

3. Environment and developrrent, including the Brundtland Report and the
UNEP "Perspective".
4. "Secretary-General's Report on the work of the Organisation",
especially matters relating to ECOSCX:.

cc:

All Senior Officials based in New York, or visiting New York

v.

ROUTING ~LIP

FICHE DE TRANSMISSION

FROM:
DE :
Room No. - No de bureau

Extensi on - Poste

Date

15 October 198 7

AS REQUESTED
NOTE AND RETURN

NOTER ET RETOURNER

FOR INFORMATI ON

POUR INFORMATI ON

Attached is a background
docurrent on item 4 on the agenda of
the rreeting of Senior Officials
tarorrc:M, Friday, 16 October, 9 a. m.

COM.6 (2-78)

DISCUSSICN

NCf.t'E

Strengthening the work of the United Nations
in the Economic and Social Sectors
Initiative to
strengthen UN
system in
econanic and
social
sectors

In his Annual Report on the work of the Organization
(A/42/1), the Secretary-General of the United Nations called
for new initiatives to strengthen the effectiveness of the
~rk of the united Nations system in the economic arrl social
sectors. In the past, the Secretary-General has directed
the attention of Governments to possible initiatives for
strengthening the Security Council and has made some
specific suggestions with regard, for exanple, to the ~rk
of ECOSCX::. In his judgement it is now OI=POrtune for fresh
consideration to be given to the ~rk on economic arrl social
issues.
'Ihe need for improvements is widely shared both within
and outside the Organization. In additim to the report of
the Group of High-Level Experts, private groops such as
US-UNA have addressed the issue. Major policy statenents by
Manber States indicate a renewed and roore serioos interest.
'Ihe purpose of this note is to outlire sorre questions
that should be addressed in taking forward the suggestions
made r,y the Secretary-General.

Need for a
forum for
consideration
of multidimensional
economic arrl
social issues •••

The Secretary-General's view that the United Nations
system should endeavour to play a rn;>re catalytic role in the
economic and social sectors, is principally based on the
consideration that many of the major economic am social
issues of the day are rrulti-dimensional in character
involvi03 close interaction between economic, social,
environmental and sanetimes political variables. In a
rapidly changi03 ~rld countries need, roore than ever
before, the sur,port of the international, system in ensuring
that their approaches to economic and social policy are
sufficiently sensitive to these interrelationships and are
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canpatible with one another. In this context, the principal
fora of the United Nations, within existing mandates,
provide an institutional framework for fostering
co-ordination of econanic aoo social policies arrl activities
at the national, regional and global levels.
A practical consideration is the resource constraints
faced by the organizations of the system and the consequent
need to ensure the m::>st effective use possible of the
resources available.
Co-ordination
Need for
irrproved
co-ordination
on multisectoral
developnent
issues •••

Africa serves
as a good
example •••

At the national level, the various agencies and
entities of the UN system have recognized the need to work
together to achieve ~lementarity in their respective
field activities. At the global level, there is a long
tradition of co-operation on sectoral problems, though in
relation to multi-sectoral developtent issues, the attention
of Member States has so far tended to focus mainly upon the
avoidance of overlar;ping aoo duplication. Nevertheless,
there are examples of system-wide planning as, for example,
with regard to the environment aoo warien. Conscious efforts
have been made by the organizations of the system to
structure debates so as to permit a coherent consideration
of issues.
More recently - in the case of the critical
situation in Africa - deliberate efforts have been made
to develop canplementary prograrranes and activities centred
around a set of corrroc>nly agreed objectives aoo ar;proaches as
reflected in the UN Prograrrane of Action for African F.conomic
Recovery and Developrent. '!his has facilitated action by
Governments themselves to adopt more carrnon and convergent
policies aoo measures.
'!he challenge facing the UN system is to see whether
the awroach adopted in this case can be extended to other
critical economic and social problems.

~ - -- - - - - - ~ - - -
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Interagency
co-operation
within existing
constitutional
framework •••

Institutions will have to consider hCM far they can
work together in utilizing better their capacities in
corrplementary ways aoo in achieving an awropriate
distribution of tasks among themselves in order to gain
maximum benefit fran available resources. 'Ibis objective
should be achieved through irodalities which would not
interfere with the specific conpetences of iooividual
institutions or require formal amendnents to their
constitutional authority.

Harroonization
of objectives
for global
progranmes •••

'l'tlere are some basic areas where convergent awroaches
should be pursued. One is the hanronization of economic am
social objectives for global prograrrmes of interest to the
system as a whole which normally guide the preparation of
nmiurn-term plans and equivalent docunents or strategies.
Such hanronization can provide a basis for identifying joint
and complementary activities either at the multi-sectoral or
sectoral levels.

.Joint
analytical

Another area is the joint pranotion of analytical work
arrl intergovernmental dialogue on aspects of the growth and
developnent of the global economy. At the analytical level,
there are today a number of areas where greater
understanding needs to emerge in order to achieve a closer
harmonization of policies. For instance, there are
significant divergences in conceptual thinking about the
relative weights to be given to cylical arrl structural
factors in explaining current levels of global economic
activity, aoo about the interaction between key
macro-economic variables. Accordingly, the relevant
secretariats in the system are far fran a cormon view on
issues such as the persistence of structural unemployment in
developed countries; the variations in economic performance
among individual developing countries, for example on the
role of external trade as an engine of growth in particualr
countries; as well as the social impact of adjustment

work •••
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policies. This divergence of views reflects in good measure
the differing perspectives and mandates of organizations and
should permit a constructive exchange to ensure a holistic
awroach to problems.
If the secretariats can work together on the diagoosis
of economic performances and the prospects, a firmer basis
can be laid for more effective international co-operation.
~rational
activities •••

Operational activities corrlucted by the various entities
of the UN system represent a significant effort. M~h has
been achieved to improve co-operatioo at the field level.
At the same time, there are SOire basic general issues which
merit further examination, such as the respective roles and
responsibilities of grant-financed organizations and
nultilateral financial institutions.

Issues for global analysis and discussion
Medium-term
outlook for
growth and
developnent:
a starting
point for
discussion

A starting point for a new intergovernmental discussion
of growth and developnent policies could be the regular
presentation and discussion of a report on the medium-term
and long-term ootlook for growth and developnent, viewed
fran the standpoint of the inter-linkages between different
countries and regions in the world, giving E!ITplasis to the
interaction between economic and social trends, arrl to
identification of cross-country and cross-sectoral problems
that are not being adequately addressed in national and
international policy-making. The report would ooild on the
work being done at the regional level by the regional
coomissions, and at the global level by IMF/World Bank,
DIESA, UOC'mD, arrl other organizations.

International
Developnent
Strategy,
international
economic
security •••

'!'he preparation of such a report could contrioote
to forthcoming discussions on a new international developnent
strategy and on the concept of international economic
security.

...
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Strengthening
the "global
watch" aoo
"early warning"
capacities of
the system •••

Analytical work of this kioo would strengthen the
'global watch' and 'early warning' capacities of the various
parts of the UN system the,reby increasing their
res!X)nsiveness to emerging economic and social needs.
Iooeed, a matter that will require early study, is the
existing 'early warning' capacity of the system and the gaps
that remain to be filled.

Co-operation
in areas such
as rroney,
finance
and trade •••

Another set of issues is the extent to which
co-operative work can be dore on problems in the areas of
money, finance and trade. It is not the intention to reopen
all the controversies concerning the relative role of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies in the fields
concerned. It will have to remain a matter for continuing
judgment as to where ORX)rtunities exist for converging the
activities of different organizations in such fields and how
they may best be taken up.
Specific cross-sectoral issues that cane to mind
i.mnediately range fran problems of broc:Ki concern to the
system as a whole, such as the canpatibility between
economic aoo social develop-rent objectives, the elimination
of IX)Verty, environment, the role of \tQ'lleT1 in developnent,
aoo the role of the private and public sectors, to rrore
specific concerns, for example; the aging of populations,
international migration, the inpact of the new technologies,
the ·spread of AIOO, and drug abuse.
'!he capacity of the system for "-Urk on sudl issues can
be rrobilized in a flexible manner depending on the
particular questions being addressed.

Role of
the UN •••

important consideration is how best to organize
concerted efforts at both the intergoverrurental aoo
secretariat levels. It is thought that because of its
universal character and multi-sectoral conpetences, the
institutions of the UN (General Assembly, EO'.)gx:, the
An
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Secretary-General) have a special catalytic role to play in
encouraging am assisting both goverrurents am organizations
to undertake such co-operative endeavours.
F.r'O)uraging
climate for
substantive
dialogue •••

The time may be right for .encouraging greater
discussion among governments of growth and develoµnent
issues in view of the i.rrprovements that seem to be occurring
in East/West and North/South relations. The UN system can
seize the chance for cementing the intergovernmental raRX)rt
that ai:,pears to be emerging.

Institutional options within the UN
possibilities can be irentioned which are not
mutually exclusive.
Two

Informal
high-level
consultations
during GA •••

cption is to develop a system of informal
consultations during the General Assembly when high level
delegates are present in New York. If the Secretariat were
to do the necessary advance ~rk, it should be possible to
influence the dates of attendance of key delegates such that
their participation in these consultations is assured. 'Ihe
political understandings reached during these consultations
can be translated, as awropriate, into formal decisions by
the General Assembly or EX:::09'.X: on the initiatives of
delegates that had participated.
One

Since not all issues require universal participation,
there may be situations where deliberation am:,ng a limited
number of participants directly concerned would be roore
effective. However, potential conplexities may arise from
the process of selection. This may also create difficulties
in converting an informal consensus into a formal one.

-7More
effective
use of

Another option is to make greater use of EX::n:iCC, as
suggested by the Secretary-General. It is pertinent to
recall the objectives of the United Nations in regard to
international economic and social co-operation and the role
of EmSCC as env:i,saged in Chapter IX and X of the Charter,
and in particular Articles 58, 63.2 and 64.1 relating to the
co-ordination of the policies arrl activities of the
specialized agencies.
These Articles g i v e ~ the capacity to function as
a lea:3 forum for forward thinking on the principal economic
and social issues of the day, with a view, inter alia, to
pranoting roore co-operative work and concerted actioo within
the UN system, as well as drawing upon the best available
research capacities and docUirentation within the system.

Need

to
refurbish
the image of
:e::x:>s::x::: •••

In order f o r ~ to effectively fulfill these
Charter responsibilities, efforts are required to refurbish
the image o f ~ , including changes in its agenda,
methods of work, arrl level of participation.

Role of

If ~ is to be of service to the system as a
whole, existing arrangenents whid'l make it possible for
specialized agencies or their executive heads to bring
to the attention of ECOSCX:: issues which in their view
warrant the Council's attention need to be strengthened and
effectively used. 'Ihis might inply a nore active role for
ACC. in giving executive heads a prior and informal
OfPC)rtunity of receiving the reactions of their colleagues,
about sul:missions which they are intending to make t o the
council having implications for other organizations .

NX and

executive
heads •••

Monitoring,
managerial arrl
co-ordination
functions of
~

...

There will also be a need to consider hCM t o deal with
other work now being done by ro::>scx:: such as the reports
caning fran subsidiary bodies. One can envisage a two-track
awroach where every year ro::>scx:: meets at the working level
to carry out its 100nitoring, managerial and co-ordination
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functions, and also at a somewhat higher level to prepare
the grourrl on key issues which can l:e taken up at a secooo
stage by ministers and/or senior officials over a
carparatively short perioo of time.
Consistent
policies of
Member States ••

Whichever option is adopted, it should be recognized
that for the UN to play its role in these areas, a parallel
effort is required of Member States to provide consistent
and coherent policy guidance to the Council.

Ministerial participation
Ministerial
level meeting
o f ~ •••

It should be stressed that the prospects of securing
the participation of ministers and/or senior officials will
be nuch enhanced if the issues are clearly defined, of
political inportance and subject to practical solution.
Such meetings should be carefully prepared so that areas of
convergence and divergence are precisely identified.
Ministers can then concentrate on narrCMing the divergences
in order to reach agreement on clear lines of actioo to be
pursued.

Authoritative
guidance •••

The conclusions and recoornendations of the ministerial
review could be the authoritative basis for organizations of
the system to draw up and to harmonize relevant parts of
their medium-term plans and programre budgets. 'Ihey could
also be used by governments in the consideration of
priorities for global programres.

cancun style
surrmits •••

Consideration could also be given to the convening
of surrmit meetings to address issues in the economic and
social sectors which require urgent international attention
and action. Such meetings already take place at the
regional level and among groups of countries. The need is
perhaps for irore representative participation such as that
of the 198 1 cancun summit.

..
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..
Secretariat support

...

Secretariat suH)Ort for such analytical work has to go
beyooo a task force that meets for only once or twice a
year. The secretariat personnel involved JWSt work together
for a sustained period of ti~ to prepare ~11-articulated
and authoritative analyses of the performance and prospects
of the world economy aoo of particular issues. Accordingly,
systematic staff arrangements are required.

...

'!he Secretary-General has suggested the option of
establishing a small policy planning staff. Such a staff
would be responsible to the Secretary-General in
consultation with the relevant rrenbers of ACC.. In practice,
they would work uooer the Director-General whose office
already has responsibilities for intra-organization and
interagency co-ordination in the econanic aoo scx::ial sectors .

Need for
irrprov.ed
inputs fran
Secretariat

Policy
planning
staff for
developrent

Such a joint secretariat staff arrangement should
include the following features:
Required
features

...

'!he staff should be of high intellectual calibre and
work in a collegial atm:>S!X'}ere. In that context, the
members should be expected to ftmction as a group and
not as representatives of their respective
organizations.
'!hey should have the standing to bring to the
collective effort the expertise of their respective
organizations.
'!hey should, as awropriate, be assigned on a full-time
basis.
'!he canposition of the staff would change depending
upon the issues being considered. H~ver, a hard core
of analysts will be needed to 1.mdertake the analytical
work on economic aoo social treoos. '.Ihere would also
be need for a SUH)Orting data base and canputer
services.
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Continuous
involvement
of agencies

It is difficult to judge what arrangenent would best
ensure the continuing involvement of all of the relevant
agencies arrl entities. The ai;proach should be pragmatic.
In any case, it is important that the arrangement be so
designed that all of the parties concerned view the
secretariat as a source of strength for their work, rather
than as a rival group.

Steps towards inplenentation
Proposed
action at
intersecretariat
level. ••

It would be useful if, without prejudice to the further
consideration of the Secretary-General's proposals, N::£.
were to set up a small interagency group of senior officials
to identify an initial short list of major issues which
warrant a convergent and co-operative awroach by relevant
agencies arrl entities. 'Ihe group could also be asked to
consider options related to secretariat SUil)Ort including
the establisrnrent of a policy planning staff its size,
level, and canposition, its financing, its terms of
reference, and its possible interaction with the ACC.
machinery.
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.ANNEX
Ministerial Statement, issued at the conclusion of the Second
Ministerial Meeting of the Ca i rns Group, held at Ottawa from
21 to 23 May 1987
1.
The Ministers and representatives of the members of the Cairns Group
(Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Hun.g ary, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, New Zealand, Thailand and Uruguay) met at Ottawa from 21
to 23 May 1987. Representatives from the United States of America, Japan and the
European Comnunities were present as observers at the meeting.
2.
The keynote speech was delivered by the Right Honourable Brian Mulroney, Prime
Minister of Canada.
3.
The Ministers reviewed international developments affecting agriculture, in
particular the launching of a new round of trade negotiations under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the outcome of the recent meeting of
Ministers of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries, and discussed options for future action by the Group.
4.
The Ministers welcomed the initiative of Canada in offering to host the
meeting, and noted that this was consistent with the strong support given by Canada
to the Group's activities since its inception and Canada's commitment to
agricultural trade reform.
5.
The Ministers noted that the Cairns Group has achieved notable successes in
the nine months since they first met at Cairns, Australia.
6.
The Group had played a crucial role at the GATT Ministerial Meeting at Punta
del Este, Uruguay, in September 1986, in ensuring that for the first time
agriculture would be placed at the centre of the stage and comprehensively dealt
with in a round of multilateral trade negotiations.
7.
This had been followed in January 1987 by the success of GATT at Geneva in
achieving a workable negotiating structure, which cleared the way for essential
background work to be completed and proposals for agriculture trade reform to be
lodged by the end of 198 7.
8.
The Ministers noted that Group co-operation and the concerting of positions
had been consolidated and enhanced following a meeting of senior officials at
Bangkok, Thailand, in February 1987.
9.
Since that time, there have been several productive meetings of Embassy
representatives in key capitals to discuss trade and agricultural policy
developments in host countries. Additionally, a system of contact points in each
Cairns member country has been established to allow for timely communication on
matters of mutual concern.
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10. The Ministers welcomed the fact that close Group co-operation had been
particularly evident in the critical preparatory phase of negotiations at Geneva.
11. As agreed at Bangkok, the Group has worked closely on isolating the basic
problems in agricultural trade and their causes and in identifying basic principles
which should underpin the negotiation of reforms in the GATT Round. This
collaboration was influential during discussions on agriculture at Geneva in
February.
12. The Ministers noted that there have been encouraging parallel developments in
other international meetings.
13. They welcomed the proposals and analysis which were provided by the Prime
Minister of Australia at Davos, Switzerland, in January and by the Minister for
International Trade of Canada at the meeting hosted by the Government of New
Zealand at Lake Taupo in March. These initiatives have given considerable impetus
to the trade reform debate.
14. The Ministers welcomed the wide and growing acceptance of the urgent need for
reform and, in this context, welcomed the far-reaching outcome of the recent OECD
Ministerial Council Meeting in Paris, in which agriculture featured prominently.
They noted that the OECD Communique contained an important set of principles on
which agricultural reform in all countries could be based. The Ministers agreed
that early action was needed to de-escalate global tensions in agriculture.
15. They welcomed the explicit recognition by OECD Ministers that excessive
support policies are at the root of the distortions that plague agricultural
trade. They saw this recognition as a major step in the development of political
will, especially among key OECD countries, which is necessary if the rhetoric of
agricultural reform is to be translated into concrete co11111itments to improve access
and progressively phase out all forms of subsidies that adversely affect trade.
16. The Ministers welcomed, in particular, recognition by OECD of the impact of
agricultural trade distortions on developing countries. Action to remove measures
distorting trade in co11111odities will make an important contribution to export
prospects for commodity-dependent developing countries. They noted the special
inportance of these measures for those facing onerous debt burdens.
17. The Ministers noted, however, that existing political will needs to be
translated into actual reform in the Uruguay Round context: In this regard, they
welcomed agreement by OECD Ministers to pursue negotiations vigorously and the call
for conprehensive negotiating proposals to be tabled ~romptly.
18. They also noted that attention had been drawn in •Paris to the fact that the
Punta del Este Declaration provides for agreements reached at an early stage to be
implemented on a provisional or definitive basis by agreement prior to the
conclusion of the negotiations. They considered that suggestions of an "early
harvest" or mid-term package in the GATT Round should include, inter alia, both
agriculture and tropical products. They recognized the particular inportance of
trade in tropical products for a large number of developing countries.
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19. Finally, the Ministers welcomed the comrnitment of OECD countries to refrain
from initiating actions that would stimulate production of commodities in surplus,
or isolate domestic markets further from international markets, and to act
responsibly in disposing of surplus stocks and refrain from confrontational and
destabilizing trade practices.
20. The Ministers agreed that it was vital that heads of Governments of the
countries of the Economic Summit, at their meeting at Venice, Italy, in June, give
agriculture high priority on their agenda in order to reinforce the OECD policy
commitments and to provide impetus to comprehensive negotiations on agriculture in
the GATT Round. The Ministers noted, however, that, in spite of intense activity, .
internationally on agriculture over the past year, . the problems of low prices and
surplus production had worsened. They therefore enphasized the inportance of
keeping up the political momentum for remedial action to be . taken in .the short- to
medium-term while the GATT negotiations are in progress.
21. The Ministers exhorted the European Community, the United States of America
and Japan to live up to the spirit and the letter of the comnitments that were
embodied in the GATT Punta del Este Declaration and in the OEco· Communique of
May 13.
22. While welcoming comrnitments to negotiate reform of agricultural trade, the
Ministers noted that there were nevertheless disturbing signs that further trade
distorting measures were being contemplated in certain major trading countries.
For example, while there have been positive signs of price support restraint in the
European Comnission, which are to be commended, the Ministers expressed serious
concern over proposals by the European Commission to introduce a conswner tax on
vegetable and marine o ils a.nd fats. The Ministers were of the view that such a
measure would be inconsistent with the commitment to a standstill that was adopted
at Punta del Este. They affirmed that it would adversely affect the tr~de of
several fair-trading countries and would risk a serious and destabilizing trade
dispute.
23. In the United States, the Ministers noted, the situation potentially is even
more serious. Despite efforts by the Administration designed to cut substantially
net expenditure on agriculture, protectionist trade legislation currently before
the Congress could, if passed, damage innocent trading partners, breach United
States GATT obligations and severely impact upon the international climate for
reform.
24. Notable airongst these proposed measures is the extension of and increased
funding for the export enhancement programme, which has already so adversely
affected world grain prices.
25. The Ministers called upon all countries to resist protectionist pressures and
urged an early co~itment to instituting a truce.
26. Against this background, the Ministers discussed how the Uruguay Round
negotiations on agriculture should proceed.
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27. They agreed that basic proposals for the negotiations should be tabled at
Geneva before the end of the year and that officials should continue to work on
developing proposals in a co-ordinated fashion for consideration by their
respective Ministers, which could be submitted at Geneva by September.
28. In this context, they welcomed the intention of the United States to table a
proposal for the negotiations at the July meeting of the Uruguay Round Negotiating
Group on Agriculture.
29. The Ministers agreed that negotiations should proceed at Geneva at such a pace
that, by the end of 1988, agreement could be reached on an international programme
to reform and liberalize international trade in agriculture. In the interim, the
Ministers urged that all Governments should freeze and reduce subsidy programmes
that distort world trade and that they should do so as soon as possible in order to
improve the negotiating climate.
30. The Ministers agreed that, to be successful, the negotiations ~hould include
the following basic objectives:
(a)

Inclusion of all measures that adversely affect trade in agriculture;

(b) A rapid and substantial reduction in those levels of support for
agriculture that distort the international market place;
(c) Establishment of new GATT rules or disciplines to ensure the
liberalization of agricultural trade;
(d) Agreement on specific measures for the phase-down of market access
barriers to trade in agriculture, subsidization and all other measures that have a
negative effect on world agricultural trade;
(e) Agreements on principles to prevent disruption of world markets in the
course of containment or reduction of structural surplus stocks.
31. The Ministers reaffirmed that the principle of differential and more
favourable treatment for developing countries as embodied in GATT and related
instruments, as well as in the Punta del Este Ministerial Declaration, applied to
negotiations on agriculture.
32. The Ministers agreed that the Venice Economic Sumnit provided a significant
opportunity for the leading economic Powers to commit themselves to reducing all
subsidization and other measures that have a negative.effect on world agricultural
trade and to advancing negotiations to liberalize agricultural trade in the Uruguay
Round.
·
·
33. The Ministers comnended the Prime Minister of Canada, The Right Honourable
Brian Mulroney, for playing a key role in having agriculture addressed as a major
item of importance at the Tokyo Economic Sumnit in 1986.
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34. The Ministers hoped that Prime Minister Mulroney would be prepared to play a
similar role at the Venice Econanic Summit by conveying the importance attached by
the Group to a co11111itment by Su11111it participants to address urgently the need for
early agricultural trade reform.
35. The Ministers congratulated the Government of Canada for its initiative in
convening this meeting and expressed their gratitude for its hospitality.
36. The next Ministerial Meeting will be held in Argentina at a time to be agreed
upon, . in the light of developments.
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Action to ______
Information __
Confidential

RECE VEO
OCT 1 :3 \987

Adion~
Rftt
Dear Mr. Ripert,
Further to my report on the Drought situation in India, I have met with H.E.
the Minister of Agriculture of the Government of India recently and requested him
for appropriate data on the drought and flood situation. The Joint Secretary's letter

,

of 6 October 1987 herewith enclosed refers.

You will find in its attachments very

valuable data on the extent and impact of the drought and flood in India.
I am circulating this to my colleagues in the Inter-Agency Coordination
Committee for their information and coordinated review, as appropriate.

I will

continue to keep you informed.
With best regards,
Yours sincerely,

Gamil M. Hamdy
Resident Coordinator of the UN
System's Operational Activities
for Development in India
Mr. Jean Ripert
Director-General for Development and
International Economic Co-operation
United Nations
New York
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. Joint Secretary ( SR&ARC)
Government of India
Department ot Agriculture
& Coop eration
Ministry ot Agriculture
Kris hi Bha wan , New Delhi -110001
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Dear

No.
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Dated, the 6th Oct.,1937.

M.... ~ ,

l
;

Kindly refer to your conv er sation with the
Agriculture Minister regarding information on
drought and Flood situation.
2.
I- am enclosing the following in regard
to drought and floodS in India during the current
monsoon period:
·
i) A map showing the rainfall distribution
in the country for the period ending the
3Clth Se pt er.iber, 198 7.
ii)ABar Chart showing the percentage area
with excess, normal, deficient and
scanty rainfall during the current
monsoon period, as compared to the
previous year's.
iii) A statement showing the im:Jact of
drought on different St ates.
iv) A statement showing the damages
caused by floods in the various
States.
v ) The Action Plan for drought relief
operations, whic ~ has ba en for~ulated
by the. Govarnmen: of India and is
being implemented by the Central
and State Governments.
vi) A copy of a Booklet containin 7 bas ic
information in relation to current
dro ught.
In case, you req~ir~ any further infor mation,
kindly feel free to approcch us.
::.. rJCL: As above.

----

Yo ur s s i nc e r el y ,
Hamdy, .
Resident Ro;:ires ent ative

f1 r.

of

u.N.D.P.,

-70CTi987

Lodi Road, New Delhi.
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Jean Ripert, Director-General for Development
and International Economic Co-operation
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r

Your proposal to restructure ECOSOC

The proIX)sal to restructure the Economic and Social Council contained in
your reJ;X)rt on the -work of the Organization has elicited considerable
in erest includi
arnon United Nations entities. Accordi
'tis
probable that rrernbers of ACC will raise questions about the ro sal at the
October 22-23 meeting.
You will find attached some proIX)sed talkin
ints which, drawing on
your reJ;X)rt, attempt to emphasize the basic rationale of your proIX)sal and to
address some specific questions which may be raised.
Also attached is a IX)Ssible discussion paper which is an attempt to
develop some of the substantive and organizational possibilities flowing fran
your proJ;X)sal. I do not su est that this a r be discussed at_the ACC
.
meeting; rather, you may wish to circulate it informal! to executive heads to
assist in their reflections and for any comments they might wish to make. -

I

I -would awreciate your views on this general aH?roac~
f you concur,
it would be my intention to consult with senior colleagues at UN Headquarters
to further elaborate t e ideas contained in the discussion note.

--

TALKit-X; POINI'S

Since assuming the position of the Secretary-General, I have been

--

attempting to improve the efficiency and effectiveness not only of the

----

Secretariat but also of the intergovernmental machinery of the United
Nations.

You may recall in this context

the Security Council.

my

earlier proposals with regard to

In addition, in rny annual reports on the work of the

organization as well as in statements to ECOSOC, I have made some detailed
suggestions with regard to the work of the Economic and Social Council.

While some progress has been made, to be honest, I am not convinced that
small, piecemeal changes are sufficient.

Given the importance and complexity

of our economic and social activities, as well as the impetus provided by the
report of the Group of 18, some fresh thinking is needed, if only to inspire a
more serious debate.

I note in this context some indications that Member

States are taking this matter more seriously as evidenced in the recent report
of US-UNA, the article by General-Secretary Gorbachev, and various statements
at the current General Assembly.

The central question which I am addressing is the need to develop a
coherent framework of priorities which would permit a rational distribution of
tasks ~ong the organizations of the system so that their capacities can be

-

used in complementary ways in order to gain maximum benefit fran available
sources to meet the growing needs of ever more demanding world.

This becomes

all the more urgent given the increasing interdependence of nations and
interrelatedness of issues, on the one hand, and the financial constraints
which we all face, on the other.

-- - ~-- - - -
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Under the Charter, the Economic and Social Council is given
responsibility for promoting the co-ordination of economic and social
activities -of the system.

_

The _,___
purpose of my suggestions was to initiate a

discussion o~ how the Council might better fulfil its responsibilities.

A basic requirement is the genuine comnitment_by overi::iments to a
framework of agreed priorities.

I am impressed that this kind of commitment

can only come from the highest levels of governments and thus the proposal to
find an appropriate format for ministerial participation in the Council.

I am

not proposing a revision of the Charter or of the basic instruments of any
specialized agencies.

Rather, I would hope that ministerial level commitment

'-

would lead to greater consistency and coherence in decisions taken by the
various intergovernmental bodies.

The convening of ministerial meetings will require the identification of
issues of sufficient substantive import, political interest, and practical
relevance to attract ministerial interest and participation.

Reference in my

report to the Medium Term Plan and/or equivalent documents of other
organizations of the UN system should not be read in terms of those massive
tomes which few manage to read and digest.

Rather, the purpose should be to

structure a debate on priority global programmes, the allocation of
responsibilities, and the utilization of resources.

As I indicated in the report, this would lead to a radical change in the
functioning of ECOSOC and raises many issues which would need to be
considered.

For example, there is the suggestion that the membership of

ECOSOC be made universal but this would probably not be conducive to

.'

.,
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ministerial participation.

On another point, to play the role envisaged,

ECOSOC would have to be seen as an instrumentality for the system as a whole,
and this, in turn, would require arrangements to ensure the full participation
of all entities of the system in its work.

Provision would have to be made for adequate Secretariat sur:port not
only for the work of the Council but also for the identification and
development of global priority issues of concern.

In this regard, I believe

it is possible to organize our individual capacities to permit a more
systematic approach and have suggested that consideration be given to the
establishment of a small interagency policy planning staff for development.

I would hope that all executive heads of the system will consider these
proposals in the spirit in which they were offered -- a genuine concern that
in these days of limited resources, every effort must be made to improve our
collective efforts.

The specific modalities which I have suggested are

certainly open to debate and I would appreciate your corrunents.

I am circulating a discussion paper which attempts to develop some of

the substantive and organization possibilities following from~ proposals
which I hope will assist in your reflections.

I do not propose to discuss

this paper now but would appreciate any written corrunents or suggestions which
you might wish to make.

On

the basis of these comments we may wish to

consider discussing the matter in more detail at a future meeting of ACC.

· DISCUSSION NOI'E
Strengthening the work of the United Nations
in the Economic and Social Sectors
Initiative to
strengthen UN
system in
economic and
social
sectors

In his Annual Report on the Work of the Organization
(A/42/1), the Secretary-General of the United Nations called
for new initiatives to strengthen the effectiveness of the
work of the United Nations system in the economic and social
sectors. In the past, the Secretary-General has directed
the attention of Governments to possible initiatives for
strengthening the Security Council and has made some
specific suggestions with regard, for example, to the work
of ECOSOC.

In his judgement it is now owortune for fresh

consideration to be given to the work on economic and social
issues.
The need for improvements is widely shared both within
and outside the Organization. In addition to the report of
the Group of High-Level Experts, private groups such as
US-UNA have addressed the issue. Major policy statements by
Member States indicate a renewed and more serious interest.
The purpose of this note is to outline sorre questions
that should be addressed in taking forward the suggestions
made by the Secretary-General.
Need for a
forum for
consideration
of multidimensional

The Secretary-General's view that the United Nations
system should endeavour to play a more catalytic role in the
economic and social sectors, is principally based on the
consideration that many of the major economic and social
issues of the day are multi-dimensional in character

economic and
social issues •••

involving close interaction between economic, social,
environmental and sometimes political variables. In a
rapidly changing world countries need, more than ever
before, the suwort of the international system in ensuring
that their approaches to economic and social policy are
sufficiently sensitive to these interrelationships and are
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compatible with one another. In this context , the principal
fora of the United Nations, within existing mandates,
provide an institutional framework for fostering
co-ordination of economic and social policies and activities
at the national, regional and global levels.
A practical consideration is the resource constraints
faced by the organizations of the system and the consequent
need to ensure the most effective use possible of the
resources available.
Co-ordination
At the national level, the various agencies and

Need for
improved
co-ordination

entities of the UN system have recognized the need to work
together to achieve complementarity in their respective

on multisectoral
developnent
issues •••

field activities. At the global level, there is a long
tradition of co-operation on sectoral problems, though in
relation to multi-sectoral development issues , the attention
of Member States has so far tended to focus mainly upon the

Africa serves
as a good
example •••

avoidance of overlawing and duplication. Nevertheless,
there are examples of system-wide planning as, for example,
with regard to the environment and women. Conscious efforts
have been made by the organizations of the system to
structure debates so as to permit a coherent consideration
of issues.
More recently - in the case of the critical
situation in Africa - deliberate efforts have been made
to develop complementary programmes and activities centred
around a set of corrmonly agreed objectives and approaches as
reflected in the UN Programme of Action for African Economic
Recovery and Development. This has facilitated action by
Governments themselves to adopt more corrunon and convergent
policies and measures.
The challenge facing the UN system is to see whether
the approach adopted in this case can be extended to other
critical economic and social problems .

------------------------- ----3Interagency

Institutions will have to consider how far they can

co-operation

work together in utilizing better their capacities in

within existing
constitutional
framework...

complementary ways and in achieving an appropriate
distribution of tasks among themselves in order to gain
maximum benefit from available resources. This objective
should be achieved through modalities which would not
interfere with the specific competences of individual
institutions or require formal amendments to their
constitutional authority.

Harmonization

There are some basic areas where convergent awroaches

of objectives
for global

should be pursued.

One is the harmonization of economic and

social objectives for global programmes of interest to the

programmes

system as a whole which normally guide the preparation of
medium-term plans and equivalent documents or strategies.
Such harmonization can provide a basis for identifying joint
and complementary activities either at the multi-sectoral or
sectoral levels.

Joint

Another area is the joint promotion of analytical work

analytical

and intergovernmental dialogue on aspects of the growth and

work •••

development of the global economy. At the analytical level,
there are today a number of areas where greater
understanding needs to emerge in order to achieve a closer
harmonization of policies. For instance, there are
significant divergences in conceptual thinking about the
relative weights to be given to cylical and structural
factors in explaining current levels of global economic
activity, and about the interaction between key
macro-economic variables.

Accordingly, the relevant

secretariats in the system are far from a co:rrnron view on
issues such as the persistence of structural unemployment in
developed countries; the variations in economic performance
among individual developing countries, for example on the
role of external trade as an engine of growth in particualr
countries; as well as the social impact of adjustment

-4policies. This divergence of views reflects in good measure
the differing perspectives and mandates of organizations and
should permit a constructive exchange to ensure a holistic
approach to problems.
If the secretariats can work together on the diagnosis
of economic performances and the prospects, a firmer basis
can be laid for more effective international co-operation.
Operational
activities •••

Operational activities conducted by the various entities
of the UN system represent a significant effort. Much has
been achieved to improve co-operation at the field level.
At the same time, there are some basic general issues which
merit further examination, such as the respective roles and
responsibilities of grant-financed organizations and
multilateral financial institutions.

Issues for global analysis and discussion
Medium-term
outlook for

A starting point for a new intergovernmental discussion
of growth and development policies could be the regular

growth and
development:
a starting

presentation and discussion of a report on the medium-term
and long-term outlook for growth and development, viewed
from the standpoint of the inter-linkages between different
countries and regions in the world, giving emphasis to the
interaction between economic and social trends, and to
identification of cross-country and cross-sectoral problems
that are not being adequately addressed in national and
international policy-making. The report would build on the
work being done at the regional level by the regional
corrnnissions, and at the global level by IMF/World Bank,

point for
discussion

DIESA, T.JN:TAD, and other organizations.
International
Development
Strategy,
international
economic
security •••

The preparation of such a report could contribute
to forthcoming discussions on a new international development
strategy and on the concept of international economic
security.
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Strengthening
the "global
watch" and
"early warning"
capacities of
the system •••

Analytical work of this kind would strengthen the
'global watch' and 'early warning' capacities of the various
parts of the UN system th reby increasing their
responsiveness to emerging economic and social needs.
Indeed, a matter that will require early study, is the
existing 'early warning' capacity of the system and the gaps
that remain to be filled.

Co-operation
in areas such
as noney,
finance
and trade •••

Another set of issues is the extent to which
co-operative work can be done on proble:rcs in the areas of
money, finance and trade. It is not the intention to reopen
all the controversies concerning the relative role of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies in the fields
concerned. It will have to remain a matter for continuing
judgment as to where opportunities exist for converging the
activities of different organizations in such fields and how
they may best be taken up.
Specific cross-sectoral issues that come to mind
irnnediately range from proble:rcs of broad concern to the
system as a whole, such as the compatibility between
economic and social development objectives, the elimination
of poverty, environment, the role of women in development,
and the role of the private and public sectors, to more
specific concerns, for example; the aging of populations,
international migration, the irrpact of the new technologies,
the spread of AIDS, and drug abuse.
The capacity of the system for work on such issues can
be mobilized in a flexible manner depending on the
particular questions being addressed.

Role of
the UN •••

An important consideration i? how best to organize
concerted efforts at both the intergovernmental and
secretariat levels.

It is thought that because of its

universal character and multi-sectoral corrpetences, the
institutions of the UN (General Assembly, ECD~, the

-6Secretary-General) have a special catalytic role to play in
encouraging and assisting both governments and organizations
to undertake such co-operative endeavours.
Encouraging
climate for

The time may be right for encouraging greater
discussion among governments of growth and development

substantive
dialogue •••

issues in view of the improvements that seem to be occurring
in East/West and North/South relations. The UN system can
seize the chance for cementing the intergovernmental rapport
that appears to be emerging.

Institutional options within the UN
'Iwo possibilities can be mentioned which are not

mutually exclusive.
Informal

One option is to develop a system of informal

high-level

consultations during the General Assembly when high level

consultations

delegates are present in New York. If the Secretariat were
to do the necessary advance work, it should be possible to

during GA •••

influence the dates of attendance of key delegates such that
their participation in these consultations is assured. The
political understandings reached during these consultations
can be translated, as appropriate, into formal decisions by
the General Assembly or ECOSOC on the initiatives of
delegates that had participated.
Since not all issues require universal participation,
there may be situations where deliberation aJrong a limited
number of participants directly concerned would be more
effective.

However, potential complexities may arise from

the process of selection.

This may also create difficulties

in converting an informal consensus into a formal one.

..
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More
effective
use of

Another option is to make greater use of ECOSOC, as
suggested by the Secretary-General. It is pertinent to
recall the objectives of the United Nations in regard to
international economic and social co-operation and the role
of ECOSOC as envisaged in Chapter IX and X of the Charter,
and in particular Articles 58, 63.2 and 64.1 relating to the
co-ordination of the policies arrl activities of the
specialized agencies.
These Articles give EQ)SOC the capacity to function as
a lead forum for forward thinking on the principal economic
and social issues of the day, with a view, inter alia , to
promoting more co-operative work and concerted action within
the UN system, as well as drawing upon the best available
research capacities and documentation within the system.

Need to
refurbish
the image of
ECOSOC •••

Role of
ACC. and
executive
heads •••

In order for ECOSOC to effectively fulfill these
Charter responsibilities, efforts are required to refurbish
the image of ECOSOC, including changes in its agenda,
methods of work, and level of participation.
If ECOSOC is to be of service to the system as a
whole, existing arrangements which make it possible for
specialized agencies or their executive heads to bring
to the attention of ECOSOC issues which in their view
warrant the Council's attention need to be strengthened and
effectively used. This might irrply a more active role for
ACC. in giving executive heads a prior and informal
OF,POrtunity of receiving the reactions of their colleagues,
about submissions which they are intending to make to the
Council having implications for other organizations.

Monitoring,
managerial and
co-ordination
functions of
ECOSOC •••

There will also be a need to consider how to deal with
other work now being done by ECOSOC such as the reports
coming from subsidiary bodies. One can envisage a two-track
approach where every year ECOSOC meets at the working level
to carry out its monitoring, managerial and co-ordination

•
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functions, and also at a somewhat higher level to prepare
the ground on key issues which can be taken up at a second
stage by ministers and/or senior officials over a
comparatively short period of time.
Consistent
policies of
Member States

Whichever option is adopted, it should be recognized
that for the UN to play its role in these areas, a parallel
effort is required of Member States to provide consistent
and coherent policy guidance to the Council.

Ministerial participation
Ministerial
level meeting
of ECO~ •••

It should be stressed that the prospects of securing
the participation of ministers and/or senior officials will
be much enhanced if the issues are clearly defined, of
political importance and subject to practical solution.
Such meetings should be carefully prepared so that areas of
convergence and divergence are precisely identified.
Ministers can then concentrate on narrowing the divergences
in order to reach agreement on clear lines of action to be
pursued.

Authoritative
guidance •••

The conclusions and recommendations of the ministerial
review could be the authoritative basis for organizations of
the system to draw up and to harmonize relevant parts of
their medium-term plans and programrre budgets. They could
also be used by governments in the consideration of
priorities for global programmes.

Cancun style
surnmits •••

Consideration could also be given to the convening
of summit meetings to address issues in the economic and
social sectors which require urgent international attention
and action. Such meetings already take place at the
regional level and among groups of countries. The need is
perhaps for rrore representative participation such as that
of the 198 1 Cancun surnrnit.

.
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Secretariat support
Need for
improved
inputs from
Secretariat

Secretariat support for such analytical work has to go
beyond a task force that meets for only once or twice a
year. The secretariat personnel involved must work together
for a sustained period of tim: to prepare well-articulated
and authoritative analyses of the performance and prospects
of the world economy and of particular issues.

Accordingly,

systematic staff arrangements are required.
Policy
planning
staff for
development

The Secretary-General has suggested the option of
establishing a small policy planning staff. Such a staff
would be responsible to the Secretary-General in
consultation with the relevant members of ACX:,. In practice,
they would work under the Director-General whose office
already has responsibilities for intra-organization and
interagency co-ordination in the economic and social sectors.
Such a joint secretariat staff arrangement should
include the following features:

Required
features

The staff should be of high intellectual calibre and
work in a collegial atm:>sphere. In that context, the
members should be expected to function as a group and
not as representatives of their respective
organizations.
They should have the standing to bring to the
collective effort the expertise of their respective
organizations.
They should, as appropriate, be assigned on a full-time
basis.
The composition of the staff would change depending
upon the issues being considered.

However, a hard core

of analysts will be needed to undertake the analytical
work on economic and social trends. There would also
be need for a supporting data base and computer
services.

'

.
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Continuous
involvement
of agencies

It is difficult to judge what arrangerrent would best
ensure the continuing involvement of all of the relevant
agencies aoo entities. The approach should be pragmatic.
In any case, it is important that the arrangement be so
designed that all of the parties concerned view the
secretariat as a source of strength for their work, rather
than as a rival group.

Steps towards implerrentation
Proposed
action at
intersecretariat
level •••

It would be useful if, without prejudice to the further
consideration of the Secretary-General's proposals, ACC
were to set up a small interagency group of senior officials
to identify an initial short list of major issues which
warrant a convergent and co-operative approach by relevant
agencies aoo entities. The group could also be asked to
consider options related to secretariat sui;port including
the establishrrent of a policy planning staff its size,
level, and composition, its financing, its terms of
reference, and its possible interaction with the ACC
machinery.

t-z.-'O
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Statement of the Soviet Union to the Second Committee,
7 October 1987

I would like to draw your attention to a highly significant
statement of the Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union,
Mr. V. F. Petrovsky, to the Second Committee on 7 October 1987. The USSR
Mission has indicated that the speech should be viewed as a major policy
statement reflecting the new orientation of Soviet policy as set forth in the
recent article of General Secretary Gorbachev. The staterrent is interesting
not only for its non-rhetorical tone but also for a number of concrete
suggestions on economic am social issues as well as on the role of the United
Nations.
The overall conceptual framework for the statement is the growing
interdependence and hence the need for a comprehensive system of international
economic security, and the consequent need to strengthen international
co-operation especially through the United Nations.
A number of concrete suggestions, some of which go beyond the
domain of tradit ional interests of the Soviet Union, are rrentioned below:
(1) Soviet willingness to participate in third world debt
all eviation
(2 ) a restructuring of the international monetary system through
a United Nations conference
(3) formulation of a global strategy of scientific and
technological progress
(4) peaceful exploration and uses of the atom and outer space for
development
(5) establishrrent in the United Nations of a system of early
identification of new problems
(6) formulation within the United Nations of a global strategy of
environrrental protection am of rational use of material resources

•

t

..

(7) Soviet willingness to transfer to developing countries a
portion of the funds which would be saved from disarmament (the
"disarrnarnent/develo:pnent" link)
A rather particular concern of the socialist countries js to end
what they refer to as "arm twisting methods" in international economic
relations.
Throughout the statement there emerges a sense of willingness to
consult , discuss arrl negotiate wi th all parties, on a practical basis arrl
through the United Nations. Sane of the ideas in the statement emerge from
secretariat documentation which have been well r eceived by the sovi et
delegation.

I

The Soviet Mission has been urging the var i ous United Nations
economic intergovernrrental bodies to give ser i ous consideration to a concept
of international economic security. The current General Assembly has before
it your preliminary report on the subject. Most western countries have
resisted the idea, arguing essentially that the vagueness of the concept does
not permit serious discussion. It is poss ible, however, that at the Sqviet
initiative, the Assembly may agree to establ i sh an exper t group on tfie topic.

* * *
In a subsequent statement by Dr . G. Horn, State Secretary for
Foreign Affairs of Hungary, additional practical suggestions were made with
regard to the concept of international economic security and international
co-operation. For exarrple, he suggested a Code of Conduct regarding
"unilateral rreasures" in international economic relations. He went on to
suggest that the United Nations identify areas in which joint action is
possible, and said that universal access to participation in existing economic
organisations could be instrumental in building international economic
security. In this context he underlined the use of E0)9X and other:
specialised agencies. The Hungarian Minister also called for
sys em of
forecasting risk to national economies from external sources. He suggested
the holding of regular economic summit conferences to co-ordinate economic

policies. He called for regular meetings of businessmen and enterprises.
also underlined the need for an early warning system.

He

- - - - - - - -- ~ ------(
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Comrade Chairman,
First of all, may I congratulate you on your election to
this responsible post. It gives us particular pleasure to see a
representative of the Ukraine vested with high confidence of
the delegates in hia capacity aa Chairman of the Second
Committee. The great •~perience which you and other members of
the Bureau have, will, without any doubt, help all of us in
examining the complex economic problems that face the
international community.
The alarming state of the world economy has become a
constant subject for debate at international forums. But
recently this subject has assumed a new dimension.
Various social and economic problems concerning all
countries have been rapidly growing. Monetary and financial
shocks, energy and food difficulties, underdevelopment and a
possible ecological disruption stress the interdependence of
the contemporary world. The progress of science and technology,
the development of communications and information predestine
its integrality.
Many of these problems harbour a global threat. These
unsolved problems, while being a constant source of tensions
and
conflicts,
are
aggravating
the danger of nuclear
destruction looming over the world.
The new quality, which the economic problems have assumed
in recent years, consists in their growing unprecedented impact
on the overall state of international security.
It is not a safe world where an entire continent can find
itself on the verge of death by hunger, where numerous
countries and peoples are being choked by the noose of debt.
In

the developing world 500 million people suffer from
1.5 billion people have no access to
modern medical aid, over 800 million adults are illiterate,
while 200 million children do not go to school. 800 million
people in the developing countries have an annual income below
150 dollars.
hunger and malnutrition,

It is precisely in the economic backwardness of developing
nations and in their unequal position in the world economy,
rather than in anything else, where lie the real sources of
many conflicts in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
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'
oae cannot ignore
this in the hop~ fbr ona's o~n uecur~
well-being o~ omni;otenc0 of frao market forc~a. Otherwise wo
cisk to ~ook like one of Dick~n~i~n characterD who was
savorin3 his meal in so pious a manner as if ho ~were focding
nis ·nungry neig11bour•., Neither real aituation 1n the world
.aconoi,1y, nor moral values common to ~11 inankind illake it
possible to take this po~i;ion.
J
Th-; l"\:alities.;of ln~ndenca call for an analysis aoo new awroa~s to
the international economic and political relations. It · ia
logical, therefore, that · at the current · General A'sse·mbly
session the necessity of a new political . thinking ia being
discussed not ·only by the socialist and developing countries
t;>.u t also. by the developed Western n~tlona.
.. ·
__ ..
Our u·n derstandi~g 'of the new . thinking .with . its . hum~ne
criteria and values common to entire mankind as applied to the
military and political as well as economic and social -spheres
of the international affairs has been set · forth by the General
Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee, Mithail S.Gorbachev,
in 'his article •The Reality and the Guarantees · of a Secure
World• addressed to this session. It repr~sents a concentrated
expression of a doc~rine providing . for a joint search by the
world community of ·ways . and means· :of ensuring comprehensive
security foJ: . all . on a·n _e qual basis. I want to emphasize the
idea of collective · effort. No one is in possession of ·the
ultima.t e truth, no social structure or economic model is
perfect.
The new thinking, particularly in ecor1omics, means also
the renunciation of attempts to build international relations
on unilateral interests of any country. In the present-day
world situation it is impossible to hope for a stable and
harmonious development of th• world economy without ensuring a
balance of different, contradictory, · yet real interests of all
the participants in the international economic exchange.
The concept of international · economic security is a
concrete manifestation of new thinking. Based on the awareness
of today's world . realities, it proceeds from the assumption
that

in the circumstances where economic problems are being

internationalized it is vitally imperative to internationalize
the dialogue aimed at a joint search for generally acceptable
approaches to .their solutions.There is · no doubt that the
economic interests of some particular countries or even of
groups of countries are so diverse and contradictory .that a
consensus on an economic model of the · world seems something
hard to reach. Yet, even here we hope the instinct of
self-preservation should make itself felt. It. makes it
imperative to prevent a detonation of the explosive power, so
catastrophic for r:,ankind,
which lies in the lack of
settlement of international. economic relations,
to improve
these relations and ·· make · them a constructive factor of
international cooperation.
The purpose
of
the
uni versa!, constructh·e
and
confrontation- free dialogue that we propose is to work out
jointly a concept of international economic security which
would make it possible, acting on the basis of the objective
laws of the world economy and the existing world economic
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links, to improve these 1 inks and to make sure they have a
positive orientation and a equitable character. It is time to
r_em0.ve arms-twisting methods and practices from international
economic relations and to rid them of the negative elem~nta
that are related to the; military and politic.al e9n(ro~.t.a..~iQn.
There is an urgent need · to resolve ·the situation· created by
neo-colonialism
in
order
to
do - away
with
economic
discrimination and eliminate non~equivalent exchanges from the
sphere of world trade, to enable · everyone to dispose ot their
material and human resource·s in the int.e reata .of · their own
peoples, · to feed the hung"ry, provide decent housing ·to the
homeless, overcome epidemics, . save children; and . to . ensu·r e
economic and intei'lectua'l prosperity of the entire li~rld
community and of each st•te.
·
,~
·
The idea Qt· interna~~6nal economic , ~ecuriti is similar to
and con:JonaJit i) dth · the ··united Nations: decis'ions · on a .new
internat1orial
"economic . or·d er. •
·
·· . " . ·
..
-~. .
. . .·. . .
. : We . favour t eaching ag~e ement - ~~ ~ea~ures ~~ai~ould make
the process of economic interdependence, ·.manageab_l;e ~nd ensure
predictabilityp. and stability of links . among .a ll -states and,
ultimately, ncure
• · mutual:i~Y advan't~'ge.ous · world economic
exchanges.
1·
. ·
. -~
· ,. ... .
. ·. · ·
-~·~: :. ~
·
.
.
·
. -.. . ..

:.-y!..

.

..•

i: . ·...- . ..:.•. -~ . . .. ..:.: ~-,.,; ::· :· .,

The ·. mos:t! tpres~ing~ p·r9b'lemjs _'ot'. "Uiit. Aev~lopi:ng• world, whose
entire regidns · at~ ·-· ·f ·a cln~;fhe ·· tfiteat ·o( social and economic
catastroph~,-.. ~.al~,.Joi:- t9p ·p~i9rity ~t:t.ention. ·-The attempts to
cope with ·:: .:t ·h., : ·~,~externat'.) _indebtedness ,~ :of: ; ·the developing countries ar·, : yielding eve.n · fewer result1$ : than the labour ·o f
Sisyphus: the . ,'~~ton~•, of the debt is not just pushing these
countries down but •is becoming increasingly heavy by having
already absorped ,1 . 2 trilli9n dollars. Trade :discriminationvhich hamper·s ~,h,~ developing countries' access to the markets,
unhealthy . competition and protectionism . lead to a drastic
reduction iri .. th~ developin~ cou~tries• export earnings and as
a result impair t~ei~ ability to repay their external debts •
. . The intense crisis . in• Africa remains unabated. The gap in
the levels of development between the North and the South
continues to widen .
The relevance of the -task of eliminating :the · economic
backwardness of the developing nations was confirmed in the
document entitled "The Overcoming of Underdevelopment and the
Establishment of a · , New International Economic Order", which
was adopted by the to~ leaders of the Warsaw Treaty . member
states last May in Berlin.

. ' -·

. _. .ii.
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. ~In giving concr~t~ ,ex-pression to our. approach to .dealing
with this task, we a,;e prepar,d to : make our contribution to
the explora~ion of .ways out of the : foreign debt c~i•i•~ The
Soviet Union beli•ves tha_t the international community could
reach agreement to ·reduc~ in~erest payments on bank credits to
a level consistent with the terms of official development aid,
wi~h the resulting . margin tQ be transf9rred · to the national
budget~ of . the ci:ttdi tor-countr_i e, J to ins ti tu~• f~rther
benefits for the least ·· developed · countries: to limit the
a~nu~r de~t-servica -~ayment._of each -developing count~y to a
~~xed }>;Of~ion ~f i~s annual . export ~arninga: to accept export
Pt;Od!,lCtf . of debtor-n~t~ona as payment;, for: · their debts and
remove protectionist barriers to .these products: . and .to
discontinue charging additional interest for · ·loan-payment
rescheduling
and debt
refinancing.
... . .
.
.
.

. . _:S~me of . the . aspects ·of the ·ideas · ~s set out above· are
al~eady . .finding their expression - in actual practice. It is
time ,: how~ver, to move to devising• a programme .. of -illDlediate
a_c tio~ t .o ease the debt burden of . the developing world as a
step . _toward a comprehensive political · settlement ·- of this
,proJ:>lem • . · ; _
._. ;-4 _..
..,

- . ... !. - , .

. A ~estruc ~iin ~f -t~e international ~onetar • stem· is
_also . ~ng ~verdue, tn such areae,.- among others, ae mov ng to
embrace a monetary standard which ~ould be independent of_the
interests of · any one particular country: stabilization and
_ ~eg~la~i<>n
nf
the
exchange
· rates
of . .·currencies:
. democrat,ization . of the .:.'. organizational ·structure :,of the
inte.r,l)_a tional monetary and financial ins ti tut ions. Ne are open
· to . ~ialogue . on these . and . other aspects of reform ·. in · the
frame~or~ . of- a . world 11O11etary and financial conference under
th~ aµspices of the United Nations..
.·
- · •.
.
•

The po9ling . of the ' resources and the intellectual
po~entia1 o~ the world community for the purpose of learning
how to_ manage the interdependence to the common . good would be
also served . by_ the development-under the auspices of the
United Nations--of a global strategy of · scientific and
technological progress in the interests of all states, above
all developJng nttions.
. . ...•·. .
We
attach
particular
importance · to
the · .mutually
beneficial international cooperation in peaceful exploration
and uses of the atom and outer s~ace for the development
purposes. We highly appreciate-IAEA
activities and propose
s~ttlng up a world space !organization which could. help
rationaliz~ the nations' efforts in outer · space and make it
easier for the developing : cou~tries to enter the space age • .
.

'

s

..

. , .

,.

The increasingly sophisticated technologies that appear
every day, swept into a vortex of interdependence i
change
beyond recognition the customary parameters of econ6mic life
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.of the world, which even yesterday aeeaed to be unahakeable.
' There ia ! an increasingly distinct :need for • eyate■atic
monitoring of these procesaea to avoid atraying from the
principle course. It i• quite vithin the power of the United
Nations to establish a kind of ayatem for early identification
of new problems which aria•
In the vorl4 economy, a ayatem
that would be of great help in aelecting the right guid~linea
for a multilateral economic ~ialogue. ·
·
·
on that basia it could be poaaible to conduct vide
con.sultat.ions outside of blocs to assess the statue · 9f and
prospects for the development of .. the world economy. An
interest in such ·• for■ of economic iriteraction a~ong •tatea
has been noticeable · in . the statements · made by a whole ·n u~ber
of heads of delegations in the general debate· at ·the plenary
meetings , of the current session. · : · :
'
As regards the idea of international economic security,· .
one . would occasionally hear misgivings that, if realized, it
would result in a regulation of world economic acti.v ities,
which is allegedly unacceptable for governments committe.d to
the free play of market forces. And yet don't ve time ·and time
again,run into aituattona in which the governments themselves
seek to regiment world economic ties? Ia ·there any othet vay
to describe the efforts to coordinate macroeconomic policies
by using leverages such
as exchange rat ea, taxation, and
interest rates? Aren .• t the activities of . th• _International
Monetary . Pund (iMP) . a·nd .. the General Agreement on ·Tariffs and
trade (GATT) regula(oty
in their essonce?
·
.
.
.

.

Generally speaking, the question of a role and place of
the government and the state in economic affairs, both
nationally and -internationally, · is an · object of · heightened
interest today. Ne stand. ready to •discuss it in an honest and
unbiased manner .with due regard for the objectively existing
historic, political, social,. economic, and other conditions in
each and every country. Still, such a discussion should not be
aimed at attempting to •prove• that one'• · o~n choice is
infallibly correct but rather at understanding and learning to
respect othera• choice. and at searching on that basis for ways
of cooperation and interaction that would be· ~n ~eeping with
the realities of interdependence.
·
-~ ...

It is inconceivable to prevent .the deterioration of human
environment without an active interference of the governments •.
Numerous national legislative acta and · iritergovenmental·
agreements show that the · pernicious consequences of the
subordination of enviro~mental management to the blind play of
market forces ~re acknowledged today everywhere. The task of
ensuring survival of mankind dictates the need to establish a
common front-line of economic and environmental security. The
Soviet Union proposes that efforts be launched to work out
within the United ations framework a global strateg! c,f
gnv{co11ontal_......2!2tection · and the r-ational us.> of nat onal
£osours~s •. The llrst ~tep could 6e Eo introduce a
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principle of annual reports _b y governments concerning their
nature-protection
activities
as
well
as
environmental
incidents that have occurred or have been prevented in their
respective territories. We are also ready to cooperate in
implementing the proposal m11ee by the Commission under the
chairmanship of · Gro Harlem Brundtland to draft a universal
declaration and, subsequently, ~
conventi~rt on enviroment,1
protection and sustainable development.
It ~ stands to reason that intensified cooperatioq~~ in
overcoming economic backwardness · and tackling ~.·. other . global
problems will . require immense additional resources. There is
but one source of them--dis·a rmameot. There la simply no ·other
.equally large reserve of new funds ·. for . humanity • . To unravel
the
tight - knot · of · the
problems · of development and
international security it is imperative, without delay and in
practice, to set about switching resources from the goals of
armament to those of development.
·
Disarmament and development in their organic in~errelationship constitute a key element of a comprehensive system of
international security. This is a principal con~lusion. drawn
from the
·outcome of the International Conference on the
Relationship • between Disarmament and Development held :- -la.~ t
August.
·. ·
·
The agreement in principlt to conclude a treaty · on
eliminating two classes of nuclear weapons, arrived .at ·d uring
the visit of ·Eduard A.Shevardnadze, · member of the Politbureau
of the CPSU Central Co~mittee and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the USSR, to Washington, · reinforces the hopes of the
participants in the Conference and the entire world community
for building a safe world in which mank.ind • a resources will.
serve only peaceful ' purposes.
··
·
The Soviet Union reaffirms its readiness to transfer to
developing count r ies a · portion of the ·funds which would be
really saved as a result of some measures or other to curb
the arms race. We have sul:;>mitted and provided a detailed
rationale
for a proposal to set up an international .·
•idisarlf@.ment and ·development• . fund on the basis of a share of.
resources saved as a result of reduc~ions in military'
expenditures. A transition to large-scale disarmament measures ..
would open up unprecedented vistas for using such a fund · in
the interest of ·e c onomic security of all states. It could
participate in financing programmes to combat 9iseases and -to ,
provide · · food and other relief aid to developing countries,
global programmes of scientific and·technological progress ~nd :
environmental protection, and international mechanisms of
peaceful cooperation =ln outer . space.

•

--·~·., :. . ·..•
.;.

•
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The implementation of that idea would enable the USSR,
just like other donor countries, to substanti~lly expand their
contribution to promoting development. In 198~, the net
eco1t:..,mic assi3tanc: · of the Soviet Union to dev~loping
cou~.tries amo·mted
to · 15.1 billion · . roublee,
which is
equivalent to some 23 billion dollars - acc9rding to. toe current
exchange· rate. Two billion roubles (about 3.1 pillion dollars)
were·; given to the least develop,d cou_n triee. · ,T hia .assistance
is provid•ed mostly along bilateral lines, whic::h is accounted
for by the existing forms of our relationship with developing
countries. We would like to substanti~lly : ·increase our
participation in multilateral . aid programm~s, - which : . would
become · economically
f~asible · as
the
•disarmament
for
development._ ·~.principle ie:- put into effect. We intend - to make
every , efforf to put this -.· principle into effect• Thia . is
specifically . atte·s ted to · by Mikhail S .Gorbachev' a proposal
that the meut>er states·
_the ~5ec:Ucity Coi.mcil jo~ntly dJ~ tfiro'.lgh
their highest rr;ft~~tives! the cclationshii, bet~.d!aarmament and
development and work out an agreec!~n a~,p~oac.1.
· :. ·

of

Comrade :chairmari,

;Th~-- i<leas·· we

have prqp(?Sed, naturally, do· no.t e'xhaust all
possible - ways ' ·of building an economic ._foundation . .of a
compref'i•nsive ·system of' international security. We submit
these ideas for the consideration of the world community and
stand ready to start a ~ubs~antive and all-round , discussion
vith-~ue regard for the enti~e ga~ut of vi~ws. Our approach is
not . ~redicated on a· desire to .• ain . victory in the rhetorical
competition or in
the ·p ropag·anda ·exercise, and even less ·s o
on philanthropy. The reason is that our people, just like all
others, need a secure ·future ·_ which would be more likely if not
only . military but also· economic, environmental and other
threats to security are · removed or, . in the · very least,
diminished.
Our pera~veran~e in the eearch for ways that would lead
to a · secure world is predicated .on the entire logic of the_
processes of renewal, glasnost, openness · and dialo9ue going on
in the USSR, . the processes · that -_constitute an ·organic
continuation of the cause launched :by the · Great October
Socialist Revolution whose ·· 70th anniversary . . is ._ caning
up
on
· November
7. . . It . is
the- trend . . towards
inte~nationalizing -' world _ economic· ties, :a trend,. stressed by
Vladimir I.Lenin, · and experien~e-based awareness of the
interdependence of · today's world that · giv·e rise to specific
t~sks of building all-round ·relations between the USSR and al·l
the countries, : our . broad . and profound participation in · the
international division of labour; our integration into the
world economic system of which w~ have . i1' fact long been an
integral component although, so to speak, we have not always
been in it politically and institutionally. These taska form
the main route of restructuring the management of Soviet
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foreign economic ties • .' Joining the Common rund for com~od it les :, participation in international commodity agreement•
and steps towards closer relationship with the GAH--these are
all specific manifestations of our policy, th• responsibility
of the USSR for improving international economic relations on
a just and democratic ~a~ia, our objective interest in
creating
conditio·na
for reliable and mutually .. beneficial
cooper·a tion of all_. states. There is n~ need to say that such
C(?ndi~io_ns ·can ·be created only by conc,rted efforts •. . -~·. .

..'

..

' .

. ..

.

-

~

.

,·_ ('Thi development. of interdependence
street.

. .

~- .

.

cannot

.

..

be

4

one-way

Aware of thiiS incontestable truth, . we have .: carefully
studied and taken 'into account the viewpoints of. other members
of· -the international community concerning economic security
issues; · In the 1980'&, those issues were - explored by
scientists in France, the · FRG, , the Netherlands _and other West
European cou.~tries ·and we~e a · topic of s -t~tements ·by American
businessmen · and Japanese · politicians. At the Conference on
Disarmament
and
Development, · the
theme
of overcoming .
socio-economic threats
to security was voiced i_n . the
st~temerits delivered by the heads of the delegations of India,
Italy, - Tanzania, .: Au's tria, Sri · Lanka, S"'eden, Zimbabwe,
Finland, Ireland and many. other . states. . .
'·
The t ·al_ks tha-t were fi'eld during.· E.A_.Shevardnad.ze•a yiait
to Latin America have revealed mutual understanding . on the
movement toward a new -~world ec.onomic oraer which wi11
guarantee economic secu~ity' to all ·states. The .'id-as contained
in ..the Declaration· of ·the 11th arinu.~l meeting of the Gt.o'iip of
77'foreign ministers have th~ s~me ~rientation. The ministers
have called upon the world community to pool efforts and begin
a
dialogue to - devise mechanisms of
•a · compr_ehensive
international ecoriomic system based on · the princ~~les of
equality, justice, harmony ·and universality•.
.

'

In a -report •The United Nations of Tomorrow•, prepared
within the framework of the United Nations Association of the
USA, a proposal is put forward that the Organization take the
lead in the efforts to work out a •more comprehensive concept
of security, one that takes · into account such factors as
economic . and social · development, envlronmental change, , and
human rights•.
· ·
·
The United Nations is·· a unique forum ·w)lich possesses
everything necessary to tha't end. We are in f.avour of their
full utilization and an al'l'.;.;round · in.t ensificat'i on · of the UN
economic bodies and its entire system in the interests of all
states.
Undoubtedly, a lot is yet to be done to perfect the
multilateral cooperation mechanisms. This is a subject of an

.. .
'

.

- g -
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ongoing study concerning ways _to enhance the efficiency of
the ON socio-economic aector. Interesting propoeala are alao
contained in the Report of the Secrtt•ty General on the work
of the Organization (doc. A/~2/1). Varloua idea• on po•aible
reforms are also floated in non-9overnmel'\tal quarters, by
politicians and acholara in varioua countries. All the
proposals, predicated on coneern for th.• United Nation.
future, merit a careful collective study. We are ready for
that.
We note vith aatiafactio,i : the etatementa made here
yesterday in . favour .. of copaenaua . and . joint ,_,.. ctiona.
Curiously, even th, apo'loglata of individualism apoJte about
that. We wo~ld _likJ to ·hope that these statement• cover also
the consenau~ · which vaa re4ched on the pi:eparation and
holding o(. tll~ Conference. on diaarmuerit and deveJopllent. -I t
would · btt useful to m~ke it a rule to regard _ the decj.aiona
taken by co-nsenaua · •• a·p ecial atatua docupaent• the ·
implementation · of ._w hic'h should be given · ,_the . greatest
attention in this Committee.
. ...
_.
..;.

1 -.

.

.

- .

•.

..

.

.

The desire . to . build . international economic activities
on a new _basia and the awareness _of° the need. to give up
confrontation find their reflection in the aprouta of new
thinking, wh ~ch a ~e 1 _9radually gaining_ ground in _ON economic
bodies a~ vel~ . Juat a couple years .ago it aeem_ed impossible
to come to ag~eement •all together• on a_... moat general
outline of a political . _a pproach to .the f_o reign .debt problem, .
whereas the oils~ ·. aess-ion of the .General: Aasembly adopted a
. relevant resolutiol) _by . copaenaua .
·. ,
c ·_

•

•

t" . •

•

.

·

• ·•. •

•

Last summer th• BCOSOC approved, ·- alao by consensus, a
decision recomme_n ding the General_ Assembly to· pursue its
consideration of the report of the UN Secretary General on
a .
concept of J nt,rnational economic ·security (doc.
A/42/314) with ~ • v-iew to promoting · a dialogue on
international economic cooperation and development. In our
statement; · we have tried to respond to that appeal and ve
hope that other delegations would .follow suit. Only if we
all succeed in breakin_g up the nume rous · and
dissonan t
monologues . and initiate a constructive and ·s ubstantive
dialogue, would it be possible to grasp the main theme for
all an_d by common effort to structure around it a
hai::mony ?f equa.l and mutually beneficial -cooperation.

* * *
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Jean Ripert
united Nations response to the global AIDS pandemic

In considering the posture which the Secretariat should take with regard
to the scheduled special Plenary debate on the question of AIDS, I have
invited concerned senior officials to offer suggestions in their areas of
cooq:,etence on issues of concern and potential options. At your suggestion, I _,
also met with Mr. Grant, who, you will recall, made sorre specific suggestions ·
in his statement to ECa:iCC.
The World Health Organization has initiated a vecy solid programme of
action in response to AIDS, which was outlined by the strategy resolution
adopted by the World Health Assembly in May and subsequently endorsed by the
Economic and Social Council. Clearly, WHO is taking, an:1 must take, the lead
in addressing the central mediGal and heait.hchallenges of-.:AIL\5._But...{t...bas,also becorre increasingly clear - and WHO has led in sounding the alarm on this
--=--trat the AIDS challenge has grave developnent, human resources, social and_ ·
political inplications. The multi-faceted dirrensions of the problem were
highlighted in the replies which I have received so far, including those fran
Ms. Anstee, Mr. Martenson and Mr. Hocke. Mr. Martenson, for exanple,
highligfited- tfi"e important need ·to addre·s s- the-human .rights- dimensior_u;;~_gf_Olli;
-. response to AIDS (see attachment I).. Effective action to combat AIDS would
Tnvolve; in various degrees, many nrultilateral organizations and agencies.
· SIJR)Ortive efforts by all elements of the international. system ar:~...,. ~e;efor~.,
, Y-~1:_red to help WHO address the central medical/health crisi~ _of AIDS. _ ·
..,l__.oolieve there is a very strong case to be made for an active United
Nations response to· the broaa;-nru1t1-faceted dimensions o-f the AIOO ------challenge. Mr. Grant articulated thiscase··we11~- and I asked h1rn- to St.mmarize
it m writing. His memorandum to me is attached (see attachment II).
Accordingly, I would suggest that your statement to the General Assembly
respond- ~tfi~lrnportant_cons1derat1ons:
to highlight the gravity of the problem and the need for concerted
international action; to call upon governments to consider a~e~ensiv~
framework for -tackling various aspects of the problem.

.
-2to project the ~t~-~~!:!E~__sys_!;§TI__ a~ __v_ttaJ, ..essential actors in
the world interest in response to a globcll crisis such as AIDS and in
mobilizirg international action.
to help ensure that the problem of AIP$. doe_s not undermine and
_sje-:r;_ai_l irnQortantUn-ited Nations -a~ other inte.r:nat;i.9n.:µ _~ .1ti~i.0_
6ai "effort?
in various <;leve lo,ene~t.L_§OC: !_9-.~___and __!lgrnani tar:i,~ __fields~_includ ing pu_bl ~c
health
arrl
servic~s_.. .
- ----·
- ~-~social
--- ~- -· -- · . -·
~

If you agree with this general approach, I will prepare a draft statement
~ ~~iai"!~~•~o~0Y~~~1derat~_Cl!1_ to E,e ilel~"._e~e:J _at the ine,,tl"J o~the

!

Mr. Grant has proposed that arrangements similar to the Office for
Errergency Operations-for"Afr1ca- be _·e stablfshecrto ~spead:ie_
ac_Cthe_Uniteq Nations
effort. While I believe some further concrete evidence of our ccmnitrnent is
desirable, I am not yet convinced of the necessity for an OIDA-type exercise.
Such arrangements might also llllply a deriigratTon- ortne role of Dr. Mahler.· .
Accordingly; · as· ·a -r1rst step l would suggest that you contact Dr. Manier t:o
ask if he would!Je wiiiing to assume, ·on behalf of the Unitecf.Nations·-family . ,
as~llas -on -your- persoriai behalf aoo· in ·additiooto-hi s r-e~nsibTlitTes as
Director~ne~a~- of WHO, the ·;-9le. _of mobiliz1ng the-_Q11~~~ Ji_at~.9_!ls ..sys~err1and
the international cornnunity for an active campaign-against AIDS. ('This· ·would be comparable to the arrangement whereby Mr. Morse worked concurrently as
Administrator of UNDP arrl head of o~.) If agreed in principle, relevant
organizations of the system could be consulted and ar:propriate suwort
arrangements worked out later. A draft cable to Dr. Mahler to this effect is
attached for your consideration (see actacrunent--rII ) .
---- --- - You may_i;ilSQ __ wi_sh tQ. __sugq~§_t_,____in your statement to the General Assembly,
that the Economic and Social Council-cons1der -devoting -a specialrrieeting at a
suffici~l]_t:.iy_J-1igfi~e:>-~~tl~~r~1evel-!9.·:_a9dre~s ~~---E~oblerrf-next_~year .- - -- --- ··-

Finally, I would like to draw your attention to an informal draft
resolution on this question circulated by the Australians (see
attachment -:tvf:-·- This dr,iff;- undouotedly"-prepar·e a by WIIO;-- focusses too
narrow
_ ly on the rned_ical/health a_spec_f -·or the problem:--rf you agree, I would
( consult with the sponsors with a view to broadening the scope ··of ··Ehe ·-· -resolution to take into -account- sorre·of-01.ff-concerns • . - --- -. -- -- -- ----- - - -- - - - .
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FPA 42 VAN ARENOON /COR h .r INFO
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

zfairs

Mr. John de Saram
Director, Office of the Legal Counsel
Office

TO:

A:

THROUGH :
S/C OE :

FROM:
DE:

o'lTO,ctober 1987
REFERENCE: _ _ _ _ __

;ates
Director, Office of the Director-General for
Ba~

Develoµrent and International Economic Co-operation
SUBJECT:
OBJET:

General Assembly resolution 41/165: Report to be subnitted by
the Secretary.i.General

Thank you very nuch for your camnents on the draft report pursuant to
General Asserrbly resolut,l_on 41/165 {Economic measures as a 1reans of political
and economic coercion against developing countries}.
To respond to your specific cornrents in paragraph 2:

{a} The format of the report surranarizing without specific attribution
the corrments of Member States follows that of previous reports. W'e are aware
of the political sensitivity involved. A basic problem, however, is to keep
the report within the 24-page limit. It goes without saying that the full
text of all governments' subnissions are available upon request.
{b} With regard to paragraphs 22, 23 and 24: paragraph '22 was meant as a
general introduction. There would, however, be no problem in deleting this
paragraph. Paragraph 23 is really not "interpretative" but a state1rent of our
factual understanding. May I assume that you have no substantive problem with
this statement or with that in paragraph 24.
{c} The additional references suggested to paragraph 25 are being
incorporated.
{d) I do not believe it ai;propriate to refer to the voting records of
General Asserrbly resolutions in reports of the secretary-General. Airong other
things, General Assembly resolution 41/165 itself was adopted by vote and
presumably we would have to make reference to that as well. But the central
point is that however adopted, it seems to me that a resolution which has been ai;proved must be accepted as a valid General Assembly resolution, and to raise
the issue of voting record will imply a lesser status. If you feel strongly
on this issue I would suggest you raise it with the Office of the
Secretary-General and we will of course conform to any decision taken.
{f} The bibliography has been deleted.
been kept f
approved ·
cc: Mr. A. de Soto

FICHE DE TRAMSMISSIOM

ROUTIMG SLIP
~:

A:

Mr. de Soto

FROM:
DE:

John de Saram

Room No. - No de bureau

Extension - Poste

IDate
5 October 1987

FOR ACTION

POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR APPROVAL

POUR APPROBATION

FOR SIGNATURE

POUR SIGNATURE

FOR COMMENTS

POUR OBSERVATIONS

MAY WE DISCUSS?

POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER?

YOUR ATTENTION

VOTRE ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED

COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDE

NOTE AND RETURN

NOTER ET RETOURNER

FOR INFORMATION

POUR INFORMATION

Mr. Fleischhauer requested me
to send you a copy of this memorandum.
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Mr. Jim Baker, Director
Office of the Director-General for Development
and International Economic Co-operation

TO:
A:

DATE ,

_2_O_c_t_o_b_e_r_l_9_8_7__

REFERENCE: _ _ _ _ _ __

THROUGH :
5/C OE:

Mr. John de Saram, Director
Office of the Legal Counsel
Office of Legal Affairs

FROM:

OE:

SUBJECT:

OBJET:

General Assembly resolution 41/165: Report to be
submitted by the Secretary-General

1.
This refers to Mr. Albrecht Horn's note of 18 September to
Mr. Szasz, and is further to your telephone conversation with me of
30 September 1987, concerning the report to be submitted by the
Secretary-General to the present session of the General Assembly
pursuant to General Assembly resolution 41/165 on "Economic measures
as a means of political and economic coersion against developing
countries".
2.
You have requested our cormnents on the Draft Report that has
been prepared.
a) It seems to us to be very necessary and sufficient that
the Draft Report set out the relevant extracts from the replies
received from Governments and others. Given the political
sensitivity of the subject matter, any other form of reproduction
of the contents of the replies could lead to criticism of the
Secretariat and suggestions that the Secretariat was in its
reproduction not entirely impartial.
b) Paragraphs 22, 23 and 24 of the Draft Report seem to
contain a number of "interpretations", and does not seem to be a
"compilation" as required by paragraph 4 of General Assembly
resolution 41/165.
c) It seems to us that paragraph 25
should also refer to the following:

ot the Draft Report

the Declaration on the Prohibition of Military, Political or
Economic Coercion in the Conclusion of Treaties, adopted by
the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties and made
part of the Final Act of the Conference on 23 May 1969;

I .. .

"'

,,,

-

2 -

the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention and
Interference in Internal Affairs of States, adopted by the
General Assembly in resolution 36/103 of 9 December 1981.
d) Where General Assembly resolutions are drawn attention to
by the Secretariat, a reference to the voting records, to indicate
the extent of acceptance of the provisions of the resolution by
Member States, would seem pertinent.
f) The bibliography does not seem to be as geographically
representative as it should be, and does not seem to be required
under resolution 41/165.
3.
Finally, having regard to the politically sensitive subject
matter of the Report, we would think that the Executive Office of the
Secretary-General should be kept informed.

cc:
cc:

Mr. A. de Soto ✓
Mr. A. Horn
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The present report has been prepared in response to General Assembly
resolution 41/165 of 5 December 1986. In that resolution, the Assembly deplored
the fact that some developed countries continue to apply and, in some cases , had
increased the scope and magnitude of economic measures that have the purpose of
exerting, directly or indirectly, coercion on the sovereign decisions of developing
countries subjected to those measures. The Assembly called upon the international
community to adopt urgent and effective measures in order to eliminate the use of
coercive measures against developing countries, and reaffirmed that developed
countries should refrain from threatening or applying trade restrictions,
blockades, embargoes and other economic sanctions, incompatible with the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations.
2.
In the same resolution, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General
to prepare a comprehensive, in-depth report on effective measures to eliminate the
use of coercive measures against developing countries, taking into account relevant
in£ormation provided by Governments and the relevant organs and organizations of
the United Nations system, suggestions for monitoring the application of coercive
economic measures, as well as a compilation of the norms, rules, regulations,
resolutions and other decisions of the relevant organs and organizations of the
United Nations system that are being violated by the use of coercive economic
measures against developing countries. It should be recalled that earlier reports
of the Secretary-General on the same subject were submitted to the General Assembly
at its thirty-ninth session {A/39/415), pursuant to Assembly resolution 38/197 of
20 December 1983, at its fortieth session {A/40/596), pursuant to Assembly
resolution 39/210 of 18 December 1984 and at its forty-first session {A/41/739),
pursuant to Assembly resolution 40/185 of 17 December 1985.
3.
Pursuant to the request of the General Assembly, the Secretary-General, in a
note verbale, invited the Governments of all States and the relevant United Nations
organs and organizations to provide relevant information. At the time of
pr e paration of this report, replies had been received from the following States:
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Cuba, Democratic Yemen, Ecuador, German
Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tunisia,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Replies had also been received from the following United Nations organs and
organizations: Department of Technical Co-operation for Development, Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific {ESCAP), Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean {ECLAC), Economic Corranission for Africa {ECA), United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development {UNCTAD), United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements {Habitat), United Nations Development Prograrrane {UNDP), World
Food Prograrrane {WFP), Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees {UNHCR), United Nations Relief and works Agency for Palestine Refugees in
the Near East {UNRWA), International Labour Organisation {ILO), Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations {FAO), United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization {UNESCO), Universal Postal Union {UPU),
International Maritime Organization {IMO), International Atomic Energy
Agency {IAEA), General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and International
Trade Branch of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law at Vienna.
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II.

..
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM GOVERNMENTS AND UNITED NATIONS
ENTITIES RELATING TO THE FORMS AND IMPACT OF COERCIVE
ECONOMIC MEASURES

4.
In their responses,* Governments enphasized that the distinguishing feature of
coercive economic measures arises from their intended purpose. This purpose is the
exercise of political and economic coercion through the application of economic
instruments with the purpose of inducing changes in the domestic or foreign
policies of other States. This perceived intention distinguishes coercive economic
measures from other restrictive economic instruments taken for basically economic
reasons. In general, coercive economic measures constitute deliberate government
inspired withdrawal, or threat of withdrawal, of customary trade and financial
relations.

s. Governments stressed that coercive economic measures take a variety of forms
such as trade and credit embargoes, discriminatory restriction of exports and
inports, technology export controls, economic blockades and boycotts, unilateral
denunciation of existing agreements and specific restrictions imposed upon
scientific-technological co-operation agreements.
6.
The Governments that responded expressed the view that coercive economic
measures are inconpatible with and contravene basic principles of international law
and principles set forth in the Charter of the United Nations.
7.
Some Governments enphasized the negative effect of coercive economic measures
on a climate of trust and confidence in international economic relations. The
elimination of coercive economic measures would contribute to the strengthening of
international economic security characterized by stability, predictability and
reliability in international economic relations. The required management of
interdependence, in their view, is not compatible with the application of coercive
economic measures.
8.
Some Governments expressed concern at the increasingly frequent recourse by
some developed countries to the threat or implementation of coercive economic
measures. They stressed that coercive economic measures appear most frequently in
the relations between market-economy countries and developing countries on one side
and between market-economy countries and planned-economy countries on the other.
It was underlined that the application of coercive economic measures has specific,
severe detrimental effects for affected developing countries, owing to their high
economic wlnerability as a consequence of their relatively low state of economic
development and the existing degree of economic dependence.
9.
Sane socialist countries stressed that the application of coercive economic
measures in the context of East-West economic relations is often based on
differences in socio-economic systems and concomitant policies.

*
The text of the replies from Governments are available for consultation
in the files of the United Nations Secretariat.
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10. The Government of Nicaragua referred to the trade embargo imposed by the
United States of America and the Judgment of the International Court of Justice of
27 June 1986, which determined that the United States trade embargo against
Nicaragua constitutes a violation of obligations under Article XXI of the Treaty of
Friendship, CoJl'lllerce and Navigation between the United States and Nicaragua. The
economic losses suffered by Nicaragua amount to $US 2.8 billion. Because of United
States pressure, international financial organizations (the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the Inter-American Development Bank and the
Central American Bank for Economic Integration) had suspended the granting of loans.
11. Some Governments referred to the purported legitimization of coercive economic
measures by invoking national security interests, especially article XXI of GATT
(Security Exceptions). The respective article of GATT was not considered by these
Governments to be adequate for the justification for coercive economic measures.
The national security interests invoked often proceeded from an arbitrarily narrow
definition without due regard for legitimate security ~nterests of other States.
12. Some Governments referred to the level and magnitude of coercive economic
measures as contained in reports of the Secretary-General on the subject (A/41/739,
A/40/956, A/39/415), and indicated the costs inflicted on the affected countries
caused by limitations on exports, the restriction of imports, and the impediment of
financial flows including the reduction of aid. The coercive economic measures
engendered costs to the target countries in terms of lost export markets, denial of
critical imports, lower export earnings as a result of embargoes and higher prices
paid for substitute imports.
13. In their replies, some Governments deplored the fact that some developed
countries increasingly resort to the application of coercive economic measures in
order to exert political and economic pressure. They stressed that coercive
economic measures do not qualify as legitimate means in the pursuance of foreign
policy goals. The perception of coercive economic measures as "economic weapons",
as a lower stage in an escalation scale leading ultimately to the application of
military force in inter-State relations, contravenes basic principles of
international law concerning the conduct of inter-State relations.
14. The Government of Cuba indicated in its response that the legislative and
executive provisions adopted by the United States against Cuba, which have been
increased since 1981, cover a number of areas which not only have an adverse effect
on the main sectors of the Cuban economy but also affect many social aspects,
including medical care and food supply. The Government of Cuba expressed its
concern about draft law No. 1228 submitted to the Finance Committee of the United
States Senate on 19 May 1987. The provision would prohibit vessels that call at
Cuban ports from calling at United States ports for a period of six months and
stipulated that any such vessels entering United States customs during that period
could be penalized. This provision would increase the shipping costs of transport
from Cuba. Furthermore, the provision of the draft law would permit a reduction in
United States financial assistance from the emergency security fund to any country
buying Cuban sugar. This reduction would be equal to the value of the sugar
imported. The purpose of this provision would be to reduce the Cuban export market
for sugar and its income in convertible currency. The law would also impose
sanctions on any country that receives loans from the United States and has
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subsequently granted subsidized credits to Cuba. This measure would constitute a
financial blockade against Cuba and would affect trade relations with a large
number of countries. The United States Department of Commerce would be instructed
to convey, as a matter of high priority, to the United States trade partners the
displeasure of the United States at the fact that they trade with Cuba. According
to this view, this anounts to an effort to coerce Cuban trading partners and to try
to include them in the regime of economic blockade against Cuba.
15. ECLAC submitted a chronological list of economic sanctions applied during the
period 1954-1983, with an indication of the countries affected, a list of decisions
adopted in · the Latin American Economic System (SELA) on the subject of coercive
economic measures, the constituent act of the Action Committee of Support for the
Argentine Republic established in connection with the conflict in the South
Atlantic in 1982, the statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Suriname at
the ninth regular meeting of the Latin American Council of SELA denouncing the
suspension by the Government of the Netherlands of the development aid it has been
granting to Suriname, and information describing the trade sanctions adopted by the
United States Government against Nicaragua.
16. ECLAC pointed out that, since 1960, there have been at least 18 cases in which
the Latin America and Caribbean countries were affected by coercive economic
measures. In 16 of these cases, the country applying coercive economic measures
was the United States and in the other 2 cases the countries were the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Netherlands.
17. ESCAP referred in its response to the Meeting of the Ministers of Trade of the
ESCAP region, held at Bangkok in June 1986, as well as to the forty-third session
of ESCAP. The Ministers of Trade, in an unanimously adopted declaration,
considered that the increasing trade conflicts, the continuing infringement,
circumvention and distorted interpretation of the existing principles and rules of
the international trading system posed a serious threat to the development projects
of the region.
18. ECA referred in its response to article 32 of the Charter of Economic Rights
and Duties of States, which states that "no State may use or encourage the use of
economic, political or any other type of measures to coerce another State in order
to obtain from it the subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights" (see
General Assembly resolution 3281 (XXIX)). ECA advocated a broad interpretation of
the term "coercion", to include its direct and indirect impact on national
economies. The precarious state of African economies compels a vast majority of
them to yield to political and economic pressures from developed countries. Many
African countries have to contend with severely adverse consequences of the policy
of economic destabilization perpetrated by the racist minority regime in South
Africa and its illegal occupation of Namibia. ECA discussed in some detail
protectionism and structural adjustments, including restrictive business practices,
the role of transnational corporations and problems related to conunodities, debt
and resource flows. ECA concludes that the bulk of the African countries are
increasingly being exposed to outside economic and political pressure from
developed countries. The correction of this situation requires a package of urgent
measures in the areas of trade, development finance, conmodity arrangements and
debt relief.
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19. GATT referred in its response to paragraph 7 of the Ministerial Declaration ~
adopted on 29 November 1982, by the Contracting Parties to GATT at their
thirty-eighth session, which includes the stipulation that "in drawing up the work
progranune and priorities for the 1980s, the contracting parties undertake,
individually and jointly, to abstain from taking restrictive trade measures, for
reasons of a non-economic character, not consistent with the General
Agreement". 1J This undertaking was made, individually and jointly, by contracting
parties, without distinction as to their being "developed" or "developing". GATT
indicates that article XXI of the General Agreement entitled "Security
Exceptions" ((b) (iii)) may also be considered as relevant. It provides,
inter alia, that "nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent any
Contracting Party from taking any action which it considers necessary for the '~.
protection of its essential security interests". In May 1985, Nicaragua asked the
GATT Council to examine measures imposed by the United States prohibiting all trade
with Nicaragua and transactions relating to air and sea transportation between , 1
Nicaragua and the United States. For this purpose, the Council established a i'.· Panel, which submitted its report in October 1986 to the Council where it is
presently under consideration.
20. UNCTAD noted that various discriminatory measures continued to be applied in
the field of intersystem-trade, including trade with socialist developing
countries. Some of them were inposed for non-economic reasons. This action
,
includes suspension of the most-favoured nation status, the imposition of economic
sanctions or embargoes and the extension in the scope of controls exercised by a
number of market-economy countries over the export to socialist countries of
certain types of equipment which are considered by the exporting countries to be
sensitive 'in terms of their national security . These controls have notably
restricted the access -of socialist countries to certain types of equipment
incorporating advanced technology.
21. UNCTAD pointed out that the United States extended the two-year declaration
that Nicaragua was a threat to national security, a step necessary to continue
trade sanctions against this country. As noted in paragraph 19 above, this matter
is under consideration by the GATT Council.
22. UNCTAD referred to the Declaration of the Sixth Ministerial Meeting of the
Group of 77, held at Havana from 20 to 25 April 1987, which referred to the need
for:
"
the strict observance of the inalienable right of every State to social
and economic development, to choose its economic and social system and to
pronnte the welfare of its people in accordance with national plans and
policies. It is unacceptable that this right should be constrained by the
application by other States of economic measures intended to exert political
and economic coercion, for purposes incompatible with the Charter of the
United Nations and in violation of multilateral and bilateral undertakings and
international law (see TD/335) ."
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III.

COMPIIATION OF RELEVANT PROVISIONS IN UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS

23. International law does not explicitly cover the issue of coercive economic
measures except in cases of sanctions imposed by the international community
(United Nations) or to a limited extent, by article XXI of GATT (trade policy
measures in relation to national security considerations).
24. The Charter of the Uni ted Nations does not explicitly refer to coercive
economic measures. There have been discussions as to whether its prohibition of
"the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any State" (Article 2, paragraph 4) and its reference to acts of
aggression (Article 39) may be interpreted as encompassing economic coercion.
There exists however no generally agreed interpretation. The Charter itself
provides for economic measures to be applied by Member States to give effect to
decisions of the Security Council regarding the maintenance or re s toration of
international peace and security (Article 41). It is obvious that measures decided
upon by the Security Counci l would not fall within the scope of coercive measures
as envisaged in General Assembly resolution 41/165.
25.

Rel~vant Genera l Assembly resolutions contain the following stipulations:

(a) General Assembly resolution 2131 (XX) of 21 December 1965, containing the
Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs ·of
States and the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty, paragraph 2 of
which states:
"No State may use or encourage the use of economic, political or any
other type of measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the
subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights or to secure from it
advantages of any kind. Also, no State shall organize, as sist, foment,
finance, incite or tolerate subversive, terrorist or armed activities directed
towards the violent overthrow of the regime of another State, or interfere in
civil strife in another State."
(b) General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, containing the
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation anPng States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, the
third principle, second paragraph of the preamble of which states:
"No State may use or encourage the use of economic, political or any
other type of measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the
subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights and to secure from it
advantages of any kind . Also, no State shall organize, assist, foment,
finance, incite or tolerate subversive, terrorist or armed activities directed
towards the violent overthrow of the regime of another State, or interfere in
civil strife in another State."
(c) General Assembly r esolution 3171 (XXVIII) of 17 December 1973 on
permanent sovereignty over natural resources, paragraph 6 of which:
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"Emphasizes the duty of all States to refrain in their international
relations from military, political, economic or any other for·m of coercion
aimed against the territorial integrity of any State and the exercise of its
natural jurisdiction."
(d) General Assembly resolution 3201 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974, containing the
Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order,
paragraph 4 (d) and (e) of which state:
"The new international economic order should be founded on full respect
for the following principles:

"
"(d) The right of every country to adopt the economic and social system
that it deems the most appropriate for its own development and not to be
subjected to discrimination of any kind as a result;
"(e) Full permanent sovereignty of every State over its natural resources
and all economic activities. In order to safeguard these resources, each
State is entitled to exercise effective control over them and their
exploitation with means suitable to its own situation, including the right to
nationalization or transfer of ownership to its nationals, this right being an
expression of the full permanent sovereignty of the State. No State may be
subjected to economic, political or any other type of coercion to prevent the
free and full exercise of this inalienable right."
(e) General Assembly resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, containing
the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, article 32 of which states:
"No State may use or encourage the use of economic, political or any
other type of measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the
subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights."
(f) General Assembly resolution 36/103 of 9 December 1981, containing the
Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention and Interference in Internal
Affairs of States.
26. In addition, the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties adopted the
Declaration on the Prohibition of Military, Political or Economic Coercion in the
Conclusion of Treaties, and made it part of the Final Act of the Conference on
23 May 1969.
27. Ihe appl.ication of coercive economic measures in international trade relations
has arisen in the context of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
GATT in principle prohibits discriminatory trade actions between contracting
parties. Notwithstanding this principle (enshrined in articles I, II and XIII), a
certain leeway for the application of discriminatory action for essentially
non-economic reasons is provided under the "non-application clause of article XXV"
and the "security exceptions of article XXI".
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28. In a decision adopted at the GATT Ministerial Meeting in November 1982, it was
recognized that "until such a time as the contracting parties may decide to make a
formal interpretation of article XXI", it is appropriate to set procedural
guidelines for its application.
29. In paragraph 7 (iii) of the GATT Ministerial Declaration adopted on
29 November 1982 at the thirty-eighth session of GATT, the Contracting Parties
undertook" ••• to abstain from taking restrictive trade measures, for reasons of a
non-economic character, not consistent with the General Agreement" • .!/
30. UNCTAD resolution 152 (VI) of 2 July 1983 2/ determines a wide range of
measures that can be taken with the intent to c~erce or can be perceived as such.
This includes trade restrictions, blockades and embargoes which are incompatible
with the Charter or in violation of multilateral contractual undertakings_.
31. The general and specific principles governing international trade relations
and trade policies conducive to development adopted by UNCTAD at its first
session, 3/ especially General Principle One, General Principle Two and General
Principle-Three, are of relevance in the context of the application of coercive
economic measures.
IV.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM GOVERNMENTS AND UNITED NATIONS
ENTITIES RELATING TO MEASURES TO PREVENT THE APPLICATION
OF COERCIVE ECONOMIC MEASURES

32. Governments expressed the view that the imposition of coercive economic
measures contravenes basic principles established in international law, in the
Charter of the United Nations and other relevant United Nations documents. They J
stressed that decisive to the elimination of coercive economic measures is the
political commitment of States to condemn the application of coercive measures as
incompatible with basic principles of international law, to guarantee the strict
observance of existing principles and to renounce the application of coercive
economic measures. Relevant United Nations bodies should take determined steps to
ensure the establishment and implementation of respective political commitments by
Member States.
33. Some Governments requested the specification of existing principles and rules
in order to deal explicitly with the specific nature of coercive economic measures
and their inplications. In their view, GATT article XXI (Security Exceptions)
would need a more precise interpretation to prevent its abuse as a justification
for the application of coercive economic measures. The main purpose of specific
rules should be to prevent the application of coercive economic measures as
instruments for the exertion of political and economic pressure in pursuance of
political goals.
34. Some Governments proposed the establishment of a mechanism for monitoring the
application of coercive economic measures (types, forms, perceived intentions,
consequences, imposing and affected countries). This would provide a basis for an
objective evaluation of such measures and for common efforts to reach agreements in
order to reduce and eliminate existing coercive economic measures and to prevent
the imposition of future ones.
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35. The Government of Nigeria proposed that the United Nations should institute an
early warning mechanism, possibly through the Secretary-General, which could
monitor and advise on potential conflict situations that could lead to the
unilateral imposition of coercive economic measures. If coercive economic measures
are applied, the Secretary-General should immediately alert the international
community to consider and determine the multilateral agreements that are violated.
This should enable individual Governments to assess the problem and decide on the
adequate action in response to the situation.
36.

The Government of Cuba proposed the following measures:

(a) The United Nations should establish an internal mechanism which, within
the intergovernmental framework, would make it possible to pursue the subject of
coercive economic measures on a permanent basis, for as long as this type of
violation of international law continues;
(b) A flexible system should be devised to establish the practice of
iillllediately informing the Secretary-General when a developing country is the target
of such measures so that appropriate information can be circulated to Member States
of the United Nations.
37.

ECLA submitted the following conclusions:

(a) The vast majority of Latin American countries are prepared to condemn
coercive measures applied against a country belonging to the region;
(b) There is as yet no agreement on a channel for expressing these common
intentions, although the countries of Latin America have tried to use for this
purpose many of the existing regional and subregional institutions, such as the
Latin American Council of SELA, the Permanent Council of the Organization of
American States and the Latin American Integration Association. In almost all
cases, regional action has gone no further than a joint declaration or condemnationJ
(c) There is a need for appropriate forums to bring together the countries
that hope to give effect to their solidarity and support for the affected country,
and a clearer view is needed of the instruments and measures that are available for
opposing coercive economic measures. The firm determination of developing
countries to approve and implement concrete actions in order to confront the
coercive economic measures is essential.
38. UNCTAD proposed that, taking into account the scope of coercive economic
measures and the range of instruments involved, the application of such measures
should be kept under regular review by the General Assembly and consideration given
to appropriate action to prevent their spread.
39. Continued monitoring of coercive economic measures would be enhanced by a
better understanding of the concept. work on the elaboration of the concept may
therefore be undertaken in connection with the monitoring of measures.
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Notes

ll See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Basic Instruments and Selected
Documents, Twenty-ninth Supplement (Sales No. GATT/1983-1), document L/5424.

Y
See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
Sixth Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.83.II.D.6), part one, sect. A.
Y
Ibid., First Session, vol. I, Final Act and Report, third part, annexes,
recorranendation A.I.l. (United Nations publication, Sales No. 64.II.B.11).
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I am referring to my previous corrrrnunication relating to the drought
situation in India. The United Nations Resident Co-ordinator, Mr. Gam1
Hamdy, has recently provided us with information on the current situation. He
also kept us informed of the interagency activities he is undertaking as
Resident Co-ordinator to ensure that the United Nations system respond to any
specific request from the Goverrurent of India concerning the present drought
situation.
I will keep you informed of any further development.
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Office of the Resident Coordinator
·New Delhi
AIDE MEMOIRE FOR THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE U.N. INTERAGENCY
MEETING ON COORDINATION OF 17 SEPTEMBER 1987 ON THE
SUBJECT OF THE DROUGHT IN INDIA

Large parts of the country have been affected by drought
for the fourth year in succession. But the intensity this year
has been such that concerned quarters were seriously talking in
terms of immediate famine relief. Government, while not
conceding famine, has launched relief measures on a massive
scale, while at the same time going in for savings in expenditure
to find funds for relief work.
Extent of drought

There has been talk of this being the 20th century's worst
monsoon, though the Department of Meteorology says "whether or
not it is the worst of the century can be said only after the
·monsoon finishes". But what is a fact is that from 1 June to 19
August, only 12 of the 35 meteorological subdivisions across t he
country have recorded normal or excess rainfall; the remaining 23
saw either deficient or scanty rain. What is also a fact is that
11 big provinces of the country have been affected by this drought:
Orissa, Gujarat, Punjab, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan, and parts of Himachal Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka
and Maharashtra. Again, out of 470 districts there, 110 are in the
grip of severe drought while 152·more are partially hit. And even
traditionally 'drought-proof' districts like North Arcot in Tamil
Nadu have been affected.
Effects of drought

The poor in the rural areas (where at least 40 percent live
below the poverty line} are the most badly affected, esp~cially
the 5.6 crore!/ landless labourers, who do not have the purchasing
power needed to buy government-subsidised foodgrains, and who in
drought conditions will lose every wage earning opportunity.'
!/ One crore = 10,000,000
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Cattle too has been badly affected by water and fodder
shortage, with 32 million out of 184 million in the 11 affected
States already on the verge of death by starvation. In Punjab,
Haryana, and Rajasthan, milk procurement by cooperatives has
dropped sharply and last month was 40 percent lower than at the
same time in 1986.
Even if the next (rabi) crop turns out to be good (which
is by no means a certain expectation), the year's foodgrains
output would be around 130/140 million tonnes compared to the
162 expected if the rains had been good and compared to the
150 achieved in 1985-86. And there could be 8-10 percent loss
in cotton production and about 15-20 percent shortfall in pulses
and oilseeds.
As for availability, although the food buffer stock is
at a comfortable 23.39 million tonnes, total food procurement at
16 million tonnes could mean a drop of 15 percent. The Food
Ministry is specially anxious about edible oils, whose prices
have been going up, and have decided to increase imports from
11.8 lakh tonnes of last year to 15.75, which could even go
higher.
As for electrical power, the gravity of the situation is
best illustrated by the fact that for the first time the national
capital of Delhi has been made to bear up with regular periods of
'load-shedding'. In a country where one-third of electricity
generated is by hydel methods, the drought has reduced live
storage of water in important reservoirs to only 70 percent of
last year's mark. In important dams it is even worse - Ramganga
(70 percent), Pong (45 percent), Rihand (66 percent), Hirakud
(55 percent) Tungbhadra and Koyna (51 percent).
With drought bringing down both generation of electricity
as well as purchasing power, alarming predictions of a slump in
industrial production are being made. A squeeze on farmers'
income could well lead to a dip in the demand of consumer goods.
Scarcity of power will also affect operation of factories. Agro... 3
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based industries like fertilisers (already are facing a glut),
sugar and tractors - which account for 27 percent of the
industrial production will be i hit first of all.
Finally, the economy in general will be affected by all
these various detrimental effects of the drought. It is feared
that the national income will now surely drop from 5 percent to
1 or 2 percent. And the annual rate of inflation may now rise•
to 12-14 percent.
What is needed

Availability of foodgrains has to be increased and spread
all over. For the rural poor to be able to get at this foodgrain when wage earning ·opportunities have disappeared because
of the drought. Cattle has to be saved by urgent distribution
of green leaves and fodder. Thermal generation of electricity
must be boosted. Curbs in general expenditure are generating
savings which are being diverted to drought relief. The affected
11 States have together asked for Rs.20,000 million. Substitute
income and employment generating schemes should be intensified
or launched such as employment intensive civil works focussed on
the protection/development of forests, soil and water resources.
Such schemes, involving peoples participation could bring about
lasting benefits of an economic and social nature.
Combating measures undertaken

Acknowledging need to supervise drought relief, Government
of India has established the Cabinet's emergency sub-committee.
Rs.6,500 million worth relief works have already been decided,
and this figure could well go up to Rs.10,000 million. Rs.6,500
million worth of unnecessary public expenditure has been identified and curbed, and the savings diverted to drought relief.
Foodgrains worth Rs.6,000 million have been released through the
food distribution system.
• •• 4
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The drought and External Aid
But the true extent of ; damages caused by drought and
consequent relief needed will be clearer only after a few more
weeks, when the Central drought survey teams will have
completed their findings, and when the Department of Meteorology will g i ve a final assessment of the monsoon.
The Government of India relies mainly on its own
resources to deal with the -drought. Cut of budgetary expenditure of approximately 10 percent is understood to have been
decided. Financial institutions are rescheduling loans to
farmers and other parties concerned in affected areas. The
Government of India has not issued an international appeal. It
appears to have no intention to do so. It would be prepared to
consider of f ers and suggestions made at the initiative of multilateral or bi lateral institutions.

AS/GMH/Sri

'

'
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..s.tru;tly Confident.till .
Wnumlll.
The lnter:Agency CoorcHnation Commit~ting of 17 September 1917

Subjects: 1. The severe drought that has affected India.
2. The Information activities of the Uti System in India.
Added Subject: 3. Coordination of External Assistance in India.
1.

The Heads of UN Missions and Programmes met at 3.00 p.m. on 17 September

1987 with attendance as follows:
Mr. G.M. Hamdy, Resident Coordinator .- Chairman
Mr. Bevan Waide, World Bank Chief of Mission
Dr. E. Bojadzievski, FAO Representative
Dr. M.P. Derkatch, UNESCO Director
Mr. S. Guha, ILO Director
Mr. S.H. Umemoto, UNICEF Deputy Regional Director
Dr. M.Z. Hussain, WHO Director (PCI)
Mr. Bhaichand Patel; UNIC Director
Mr. D. Chefeke, UNHCR Charge de Missi.on
Mr. Gaston Eyben, WFP Director of Operations
Dr. M. Kamal Hussein, UNDP/UNIDO SIDFA (outgoing)
Mr. Matiul Islam, UNDP/UNIDO SIDFA (designate)
Mr. George Walmsley, UNFPA Deputy Representative
Mr. James A. Gilmore, _WFP Senior Adviser
I.

The Drought

2.

The Resident Coordinator introduced the subject of Drought by referring to

the Aide Memoire, distributed to the participants ahead of the meeting. He drew
their attention to the salient points of this paper, particularly its last section entitled:
"The Drought and External Aid''. He invited comments from the participants.
3.

The _World Bank Chief of Mission described the situation as indeed being serious

but not one that could yet be characterized as a national crisis. He indicated that

\

'

-2as a result of the drought, the balance of payments deficit might increase by onehalf to one billion dollars, i.e., rise from 8 to 9 billion. The Bank agreed with the
perception of the Government position regarding external aid as described in the
RC Aide Memoire. It also agreed with the contents of the paper concerning the drought
situation in general and its effects on the rural areas, the availability of food, the
cattle population, electric power and industrial production. The concern of the B~nk
was not so much relief as alleviating the "psychological" impact of the drought on
the policy making process: the Bank hoped that liberalization measures would not
be slowed down or put on the back burner in view of the worsening position of the
current account deficit.
4.

A World Bank team presently. in India was reviewing the pipeline of World

Bank approved projects for India which amounted to a total of $11 billion with a view
to accelerating disbursements as a means of alleviating the detrimental balance of
payments effects of the drought. The World Bank was discussing with the Government
new loans proposed among which the third seeds projects which could incl~ a provision
for the import and distribution of vegetable seed oil. _In addition, new fast-disbursing
projects for the improvement of soil moisture retention were being looked at by the
World Bank team.
5.

It was hoped that the package of measures directed at alleviating the drought

situation would be ready for review at the time of the Annual Meeting of the Bank
from 26- 30 September 1987.
6.

It was the understanding of Director of Operations of the World Food Programme

that budgetary expenditure cuts, if any, would not affect employment-oriented
activities such as that sponsored by the WFP. · Mr. Eyben invited Mr. Gilmore who
had followed developments concerning the drought very closely during his absence
and since, to brief the meeting.
7.

Mr. Gilmore referred t ~ the fact that India, as a matter of principle, had not

in recent years requested any external assistance for disaster relief.

WFP was

concerned about the effect of .t he drought on landless labourers. From experience
of drought in India, the Programme felt that this segment of the rural society would
be the hardest hit. The Senior Adviser reported to the meeting that it was his
understanding that the Union Government's assessment of financial resources needed

3-

for drought

relief stood at

Rs. 2,000 crores representing State Governments'

requirements to cope with the emergency. The$e were not to be ear-marked by the
Union Government to the States for drought relief operations before a careful
assessment of such needs. Rs. 600 crores alone would be provided through drawdown
of stocks representing 2~ to -3 million tons of wheat. While WFP believed that India
had the means of supplying such huge quantities of grains, it was indeed a monumental
task. WFP, as the RC knew, was attempting to accelerate project implementation
in most affected areas (and hopefully in all other areas of the country). The Director
of Operations indicated that WFP was considering means and ways of facilitating
the supply and distribution of grains to the affected areas so as to ease this problem.
8.

In the opinion of the Resident Coordinator, the present estimate of 23 million

tons of foodgrains stock given by the Food Corporation of India might be somewhat
inflated. It was possible that out of this amount, some 3-4 million tons might not
be suitable for human consumption. The total available stock of consumable wheat
was of the order of 11 million tons. Were 3 million tons provided from such stock
for relief in drought affected areas, only 8 million tons of wheat would remain in
stock, bringing it to a critical level as far as the food strategic reserve of the country
was concerned.
9.

The

..utile.EE

Deputy Regional Director, who was attending on behalf of the

Regional .Director who was away from Delhi, indicated that the agency was monitoring
the e_ffect of drought on children and in particular on nutrition. This was a complex
subject but UNICEF had the office infrastructure and project/sub offices coverage
which could allow an adequate feed-back of data in this regard. UNICEF considered
that the worst hit areas were in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Uttar i:»radesh, and Madhya
Pradesh. UNICEF agreed with the RC's Aide Memoire and the other organizations'
view concerning the position of Government vis-a-vis external aid for drought relief.
UNICEF understands that Government . is taking steps to provide a major expansion
of wheat-based supplementary feeding through its ICDS programme.
1o.

The Deputy Regional Director further indicated that his agency was monit(?ring

•the situation concerning drinking water supply in drought hit areas. There is evidence
of falling water tables in Rajasthan and Gujarat where in some blocks as much as
30% of tubewells had gone dry. The Government has asked that co-operation between
the Government of India and UNICEF in the area of water supply be reprioritized
to address needs resulting from the drought situation. The two parties are working
together on a plan of operations.

-411.

The .EAQ. Representative expressed appreciation for the RC meeting and

indicated that the · drought problem would not only affect humans and the animal
population, but in his view the UN system's development activities as well. He feared
I

that counter-part funds for F AO executed projects might be significantly curtailed.
He" informed the participants that the Government had requested FAO to field an
urgent mission to prepare within a time-frame of three weeks, a trust fund project'
proposal for the development of oil production from sunflower, soyabean and maize.
With regard to · vegetable oil and the production of oil seeds, the biggest problem
according t~ FAO was one of oil extraction and related processing which FAO estimated
at 30% of the productivity norm. The FAO Representative indicated that cooperation
with UNIDO in this field would be beneficial. Other countries had an extraction ratio
of 70%. As potential donors for the -trust fund project, Japan and Italy had indicated
their willingness to consider assisting India in the oilseeds sector.

The FAO

Representative informed that the worst scenario which they had received regarding
the 1987/1988 harvest (kharif and rabi) was of 45 million tons or 30% of the total
crop being lost.
12.

Finally, the FAO Representative advised that a very old project which had

been conceived by an FAO , team, namely, the Garland Canal was apparently being
'
.
· revived and the Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture had asked FAO to "review"
this project. A mission might, therefore,. be visiting in. this regard. The F AO Rep
indicated that the initial cost of that major project had been placed at $30 billion
and that it was thought to be worth $67 billion today. The completion of such an
ambitious scheme would take 10 years but would apparently eradicate drought and
flood effects in India.
13.

The F AO Rep indicated drought had not only hit India but that it affected

South Asia in general and Asian countries as far as Indonesia, where very big forest
fires had occurred in Kallmantan.
14.

The _Wf:I..Q. Director (PCI), representing the WHO Regional Director who was

away on mission abroad, indicated that no reports had reached the Regional Office
from the Government of India on health problems arising •from the drought. The WHO
would keep the RC informed, should such reports be received. He also informed that
the WHO Representat ive's office in India will provide necessary technical cooperation
to the Government on health problems arising from the situation, if requested.

-515.

The UNESCO Director concurred with the FAO Representative's view that

the drought situation was regional. He pointed out that the subject of drought and
floods have been studied intensively under UNESCO's International Hydrological
Programme. The scientific analysis of the various hydrological processes (past and
present) under varying climatic, geographical and geological conditions will improve
understanding of these processes eventually leading to their- prediction, rational
planning and management of water resources. Studies undertaken within the IHP
have resulted in two publications (i) Hydrological Aspects of Droughts; and (ii) Effect
of Droughts on Surface and Ground Water Resources On preparation). The hydrological
information for the present situation will be collected, analysed and presented at
an International Seminar on Hydrology of Extremes scheduled for 1988 in India. It
is hoped that over-exploitation of ground water under drought condition will not deplete
the acquifers t o the ext ent of damaging them.
16.

The ..I.LO. Director indicated that they had no country-wide programme for

drought relief yet. As far back as 1983, an ILO study on labour intensive· public works
had included very specific recommendations which, had they been adopted, would
have gone a long way directing government's labour intensive public works programmes
towards

the · control

of

drought

and

flood

problems.

recommendations had not been followed through fully.

Unfortunately,

such •

However, in West Bengal,

the ILO had, on .a trust fund basis sponsored by Denmark, an integrated employment
programme designed t o counter the effects of drought in the Purulia disJrict. - This
included the construction of water storage tanks, village woodlots, etc_- It was deemed
that this project had been successful and could be used as a model for replication
in all drought affected areas.

ILO has conducted some preliminary consultations

with WFP on possibilities of joint action in drought-affected areas designed to provide
employment to the poorest population and at the same time counter the effects of
drought ori people, cattle and food production. However, such a joint initiative could
· start only if the Government would welcome it.
17.

The UNIDO SID FA informed that in the industrial sector the drought would

have a negative _effect of slowing down the approval of new investment projects.
The Indian industry's loss due to drought was of the order of $3 billion. Specially
affected was the fertilizer industry. While the Ministry of Industry's budget had been
cut across _the board by 10%, SIDFA did not envisage that the UNDP/UNIDO projects
would be affected.

.. .

•
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18.

The UNHCR Charge de Mission informed that as a result of food grain and

commodity price increases, the UN HCR refugees had asked for increases in their
allowances. No other special problems were to be reported.

19.

The concensus of the meeting was then summarized by the Resident Coordinator

as follows:
· (a)

No appeal had been or in all probability would be issued this year for
drought relief by the Government of India.

(b)

The situation was very serious but not beyond the capacity of India
· to control it. There were, however, very significant problems of food
djstrjbutjon that would need to be resolved if the most deprived segments
of population were to be reached by the relief measures.

(c)

The situation needed to be closely monitored and information would
need to continue to be exchanged between agencies of the United Nations
in view of the fact that depending on the Rabi crop results, t~ effects
of the drought could reach catastrophic proportions with regard to food
stocks and food distribution in India next year.

(d)

The RC invited the ILO Director who had reported that he would be
meeting with the Secretary of the Cabinet next morning, to inform
him of the Secretary's views concerning the results of the Survey
conducted by the Government team.

(e)

While several potent responses principally at project level were already
being initiated and rightly so by agencies such as the World Bank, the ·
WFP, UNICEF and FAO, especially in regard to the acceleration of
the delivery of supplies and services through on-going or approved
projects, there appeared to be no need for a further system-wide
integrated approach to the Government of India regarding relief and
rehabilitation aid.

(f)

The situati9n being serious, however, all agencies of the UN system
should be on the same wave-length when responding to quests from

•

f

•

'

•

-7bilateral sources: they should indicate that relief is very much needed
and that assistance including logistical and related expenditures funding
aspects would be fully justified.
(g)

The Central -authorities concerned should be invited to provide the RC
and the body of the agencies of the UN system in India with the latest
assessment of the drought situation as conducted by the Government
team and reviewed by the same authorities. The RC would, on his side,
be attempting to obtain from the Cabinet Secretari'at as well as from
the Ministry of Finance, overall drought information and statistics to ·
underpin

the

Inter-agency

Coordination

Committee's

work

and

consideration of joint UN system's response in due course.
(h)

It was also decided that information and data collected by agencies
- UNICEF concerning nutrition and water supply; the World Bank
concerning the results of the survey/study being carried out by their
team; ILO concerning their interview with the Cabinet Secretariat;

.. •

FAO on the results of their 3 weeks mission; UNESCO on the inclusion
of the drought and flood problems in _their IHP project; WFP concerning
the acceptance by the Executive Director of the use of cash funds for
logistical purposes linked with food distribution in drought affected
areas; and WHO concerning any information related to the health impact
of drought - would be sent to the · RC for appropriate analysis and
circulation to the UN system's India based agencies concerned and to
the office of Director General Ripert as appropriate.

II.

Information Activities of the UN System in India

20.

The RC referred to the positive w~rk carried out by the . United Nations

Information Centre, particularly through the UN. News Bulletins which had contributed
to a much wider coverage of UN activities . in India. He then gave the floor to the
Director of UNIC to introduce the item. The Director referred to the init.iative he
had taken earlier (shortly after he had arrived) of gathering the agencies' information
officers around a table for technical coordination purposes and to exchange views.
They had once or twice met but this had, however, been discontinued. He hoped that

.
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such meetings could be resumed as they would be useful for the family of organizations
of the UN system. He stressed that he was collaborating extremely well with the
UNDP, WFP, UNFPA and UNHC R but that he hoped that other agenc_ies' information
personnel would not hesitate to use the potential of the Centre. He hoped, therefore,
that these regular meetings of Information Officers could be resumed.
21.

The RC strongly supported the Director's request and invited the agencies

to take favourable dispositions in this regard. The WFP Director of Operations made
a special favourable comment on the work of the Centre since the appointment of
its present Director.
22.

The RC invited the Director of UNIC to send an. update of all news and events

concerning the UN system to the heads of missions on a regular or when needed ad
hoc basis. The Director concurred.
23.

It was noted that the circulation of press clippings by UNIC was very much

appreciated by UNDP, WFP, UNFPA, UNIDO, the World Bank and other agencies.

111.

Coordination of External Assistance in India:

24.

The RC circulated the Aide Memoire on Coordination which reflected th~

understanding prevailing in India. He invited the participants to review this paper
and to let him know of any views that they may have with regard to its contents.
This paper would subsequently be discussed in a meeting and would finally _be sent
to the UN Hqs as appropriate.

The meeting concluded at 4.45 p.m.

,l

RR 991(30A)

..External

Asuuance io India..

•
"By virtue of its size, its historical experience, the composition of its
society, the diversity of its co~tacts with other parts of the world,
and the extent of its international influence, India has a distinctive
place in the global development process. It is both a developing country
and an industrial power. Its sustained efforts to achieve national selfreliance and establish a reliable technological base for further progress
constitute an example and a source of encouragement for other countries
facing similar problems of development. 11
(Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar)
1.

Because. of the size and sophistication of the Indian administration, and the

specialized vocation of the UN agencies concerned, working contacts between the
UN development system and the Government of India were developed in the past
largely with individual technical ministries. The activities of 12 development agencies
represented in India are thus being coordinated by 12 different nodal ministries and
the five major funding agencies involved (the World Bank, UNDP, UNICEF, WFP and
UNFPAl work with five ·different nodal ministries.
2.

GOI is content with the present system and desires that the fruitful professional

links between UN specialized agencies and the technical ministries should be
maintained.
3.

The activities of the two main multi-sectoral funding organizations represented

in India, namely, the World Bank and UNDP are closely cQOrdinated with national
priorities through the Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) in the Ministry of
Finance. The DEA is also responsible for all bilateral aid programmes. The bulk
of the UN development funds are processed, therefore, through the GOl's central
financial authority.
4.

Funding provided by the other UN agencies is also seen as being satisfactorily

coordinated with nat ional Plan objectives through the individual technical ministries .
.•• 2

.,,
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s.

Government of India's main concern is to see that UN administrative overhead

costs are minimised through greater coordination within the system and that
unnecessary overlap betwee11 individual UN programmes is avoided. The Governrnent
of India looks upon UNDP in India as its main partner in helping it achieve streamlining
and avoidance of duplication in the activities• jointly sponsored by the United Nations
development system and the Government of India. For this purpose, the GOI deems
the processes of country programming and related mid-term reviews as being essential.
6.

Consistent with G.A. Resolution 32/197, the GOI encourages the Resident

Coordinator to harmonize UN system's operational activities for development in India
in a manner which is supportive and complimentary to the Government of India's
sovereign responsibility for coordination of all external aid in accordance with the
national priorities and objectives. This harmonization process takes place through
periodic meetings of Heads of UN Agencies and Programmes in India under the
chairmanship of the Resident Coordinator. For. more operational purposes, internal
coordination within the UN system in support of activities in India is carried out through
an Inter-agency Committee on Administrative Questions. This Committee is chaired
by UNDP and functions effectively.
7.

The present system is thus highly decentralized and presents practical

advantages not least of which are the close professional contacts between the UN
system and the Central and technical ministries respo~ible for implementation of
the development programmes, and the ready access which most agencies have to
State

Governments.

The

complications

which

may

arise

relate

mainly

to

inter-ministerial coordination and to the difficulty of articulating a UN system-wide
programme which would have its own identity in India. But given the colossal size
of the country's development needs in relation to the funds received from the UN
system and the healthy determination of the Government of India to direct foreign
aid inputs towards its own development priorities, it may be unrealistic, given the
present constellation of UN funding sources and procedures to envisage the launching
of joint programming of UN resources in India.
8.

All bilateral aid programmes are centrally coordinated by the DEA in the

Ministry of Finance. Most bilater.il programmes may still include significant technical
assistance components yet such programmes generally respond to India's great
investment p6tential by having a distinct investment and commercial orientation •
••• 3

#
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In these circumstances, the Government of India naturally wishes to maintain all
programme discussions on a strictly bilateral basis and the donors themselves are
less interested in coordinating project aid with one another than may appear to be
reflected in bilateral statements on this issue. ·
9.

A very important multilateral input is, however, provided by the World Bank

Aid Consortium meetings when the major western donors meet annually under the
chairmanship of the World Bank and with the full participation of the Government
of India to discuss major development issues and the macro-economic orientation
and settings of the economy. The occasion is used to announce bilateral programme
pledges for the coming year but these are generally formulated beforehand through

bilateral discussions. It is understood that at the Consortium meeting of 1988, an
agenda item on technical co-operation will be included for a short presentation by
UNDP and a brief discussion of related issues, including the format of the useful
report on development cooperation which is prepared on an annual basis by UNDP
in India as. in all other countries.
1O.

Thanks to common office premises being shared by a number of agencies, it

has been possible to reduce programme overheads and to rationalize some support
services such as personnel, accounts, travel, information, banking, maintenance and
even transport.
11.

Notable steps have been taken by UNDP, FAO, ILO, ITC, UNESCO, UNFPA,

UNICEF, WHO, and the World Bank as lead agencies within the system concerning
certain aspects of coordination of multilateral activities such as those related to
the Environment, the UN Decade for Women, the International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade, the World Communication Year, the Year of the Disabled,
the International Youth Year, Shelter for Homeless, etc.
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MESSAGE OF 'IHE SOCREI'ARY-GENERAL
'IO 'IHE

COLL(XJUIUM OF HIGH LEVEL EXPERI'S ON

IMPLEMENmTION OF

'IHE

'IHE

NAIROBI PIO:;RAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT

AND UTILIZATICN OF NEW AND RENEWABLE saJRCES OF ENE~

Mr.

Chairman,

I welcome this owc>rtunity to send a message to this Colloquium of high
level experts on the irrplementation of the Nairobi Programrre for the
Development and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy which has
been organized jointly by ENFA and the United Nations.

May I, first of all,

Mr.

Chairman, convey to the Government of Italy my

appreciation for having made it possible to hold this Colloquium and for its
continued interest in co-operation with the United Nations, as in this field
of the promotion of new and renewable sources of energy.

I also would like to

thank the staff of the Commission of Nuclear and Alternative Energy Sources of

Italy

(ENFA)

for their valuable contribution, as well as the National

Hydrocarbons Agency (ENI) for offering Villa Montecucco for this expe£t
rreetin't

"';,,k=sonal

contribution, Mr. Chairman, has been invaluable.

This group of experts has been convened to help us with an appraisal of
the state of new and renewable sources of energy in the world today and their
future canpetitiveness and effectiveness, especially in developing countries.

- - ---- I
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The consensus reflected in the Nairobi Programme of Action for New and
Renewable Sources of Energy remains the basic mandate of the United Nations in
this field.

Notwithstanding the recent easing in oil sui:plies, fragility of

market conditions and energy price volatility remain.

Furtherrrore, the need

to protect the environment adds new dimensions to the energy problem.

It is therefore inperative to keep our sights on the long-term
objectives:

that development~ impaired by the lack of access and

ability to pay for energy and that energy be made available to areas that
remain largely disconnected frcm international energy markets, in particular
the rural sector in developing countries.

In order to attain these objectives

it continues to be important to increase sui:plies of new and renewable sources
of energy.

I am confident that your deliberations will result in constructive ideas
and approaches for the sustained development of new and renewable sources of
energy and I assure you of the ccmmitment of the United Nations in the
fulfil.rrent of these tasks.

May I wish you all success in your efforts.
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Discussion Note

Strengthening the work of the un1ted Nations

in the Econanic and Social Sectors

In his Annual Report oo the work of the Organization (A/42/1) , the
Secretary-General of the United Nations associated himself with the widely
shared perception that new initiatives are called for to strengthen the
effectiveness of the work of the United Nations in the econanic and social
sectors.

'!he purpose of this note is to outline sare questions that need to

be ~ressed in taking forward the specific suggestions made by the

Secretary-General in his Report.

The view that the united Nations should endeavour to play a 100re
catalytic role in the economic and social sectors, is principally based on the
consideration that many of the major economic and social issues of the day are
multi-dirrensional in character involvin;J close interaction between economic,
social and sanetimes political variables. More than ever before, countries
need the SlJR?Ort of the international systen in ensuring that their awroaches
to 'econanic and social policy are sufficiently sensitive to these
interrelationships and are carpatible with one another.
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Co-ordination within the UN system
At the national level, the various agencies and entities of the UN
system have recognized the need to work together to achieve conplenentarity in
their respective field activities. At the global level, there is a· long
tradition of co-operation on sectoral problems, though in relation to
multi-sectoral developnent issues, co-ordination efforts have so far tended to
focus mainly upon the avoidance of overlawing and duplication. More recently
~

- in the case of the critical situation in Africa - deliberate efforts have
been made to develq> cooplenentary prograrrrres and activities centred arouoo a
set of C0111IOOnly agreed objectives and awroaches. This has facilitated action
by Goverrurents themselves to adopt nore corrm:>n and convergent policies and
measures.

The challenge facing the UN system is to see whether the ai:proach
adopted in this case can be extended to other critical economic and social
problems. This will depend, inter alia, upcn the extent to which the UN
system can operate in a nore fully integrated manner and better able to fol low
priorities established for the system as a whole.

Institutions will have to consider how far they can ~rk together in
achieving a rational distrirution of tasks among themselves and in using their
capacities in conplenentary ways in order to gain maxinum benefit from
available resources. The purpose would be to search for mooalities for such
co-operation which would not interfere with the specific corrpetences of
individual institutions or require formal amenanents to their constitutional
authority.
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One way

of making progress in this direction is through the joint

pranotion of analytical work
growth

and

and

intergovernmental dialogue on aspects of the

developrrent of the global

econorcy.

At the analytical level, there

are a number of areas where greater understanding needs to energe in order to
achieve a closer harmonization of policies. For instance, there are
significant divergences in conceptual thinking about the relative weights to
be given to cylical

and

structural factors in explaining current levels of

global economic activity, and -about the interaction
between key macro-economic
,
variables. Accordingly, the relevant secretariats in the system are far from
a ccmron view on issues such as the persistence of structural unemployment in
developed countries; the variations in economic performance anong individual
developing countries, for example on the role of external trade as an engine
of growth in particualr countries; as well as the social i.npact of adjustnent
policies.

If the secretariats can work together oo the diagoosis of economic
performances

and the

prospects, a firner basis

can

be laid for nore effective

international co-operation.

Issues for global analysis

and

discussion

A starting point for a new intergovernmental discussion of growth and
developrrent policies could be the regular presentation and discussion of a
report on the nedium-term ootlook for growth and developnent, viewed fran the
standpoint of the inter-linkages between different countries and regions in
the wrld, giving emphasis to the interaction between economic and social
trends,

and

to the identification of cross-country

and

cross-sectoral problems

I~

;/
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that are not being adequately addressed in national arrl international
policy-making. The report would ooild on the work being done at the regional
level by the regional comnissions, arrl at the global level by IMF/World Bank,
DIFSA, and t.N:TAD.

Analytical work of this kind would strengthen the 'global watch' and
'early warning' capacities of the various parts of the UN system thereby
f

increasing their r esponsiveness to emerging

ec6ns>mic and social needs.

Iooeed, a matter that will require early study, is the existing 'early
warning' capacity of the system and the gaps that remain to be filled.

In relation to specific cross-sectoral issues, they range from problems
of broad concern to the system as a whole, such as the canpatability between
economic

aoo

social developrcent objectives, the elimination of poverty,

environment, women and developnent, to more specific concerns, for exanple;
the aging of populations, international migration, the i.Jrpact of the new

technologies, the spread of AII:S, and drug abuse. Modalities are needed for
robolizing the capacity of the system in a flexible manner depending on the
particular issues being addressed.

The critical question is
the intergovernnental

aoo

how

best to organize these activities at ooth

secretariat levels.

It is thought that because of

its universal char acter and multi-sectoral canpetences, the institutions of
the

UN

(General Assembly, ECOSOC, the Secretary~neral) have a special

catalytic role to play in encouraging both governnents and organizations to
undertake such co-operative endeavours.
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'!be time may be right for el"O:)Uraging greater discussioo anong
governments of growth and developnent issues in view of the improvements that
seem to be occurring in East/West and North/South relations. '!be UN system
can seize the chance for cementing the intergoverrurental rawc>rt that ai::pears
to be prevailing now.

Institutional options within the UN
J

TwO

possibilities can be mentioned which ~re not mutually exclusive.

One

option is to develcp a regular system of informal consultations

during the General Assembly when high level delegates are present in
York.

New

If the Secretariat were to do the necessary advance work, it should be

possible to influence the dates of attendance of key delegates such that their
participation in these consultations is assured. '1'le political understandings
reached during these consultations can be translated, as awropriate, into
formal decisions by the General Assembly or &:mX: on the initiatives of
delegates that had participated.

One problem with informal consultations is their selectivity, and the
bad

atrrosphere that can be created because sorre delegates are left out. 'Ibis

may create difficulties in converting an informal consensus into a formal one.
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Another is to make greater use of EX::000:, as suggested by the
secretary-General.

It is pertinent to recall the language

.a:nscx:: in Articles 63. 2

and

al

the mandate of

64 .1 of the Charter which are as follows:

"It may coordinate the activities of the specialized agencies
through consultation with and recomrendations to such agencies
and through recarmendations to the General Assembly and to the

Members of the Upited Nations."

,

"The Economic and Social Council may take ai:propriate steps to
obtain regular reports fran the specialized agencies.

It may

make arrangements with the Menbers of the United Nations and with
the specialized agencies to obtain reports on the steps taken to

give effect to its

own

recarmendations and to recarmendations

al

matters falling within its conpetence made by the General
Assembly."

These Articles g i v e ~ the capacity to function as a lead forl.Jll for
forward thinking on the principal econanic and social issues of the day, with
a view, inter alia, to pranoting more co-operative work and concerted action
within the UN system, as well as drawing upon the best available research
capacities and documentation within the system. This will require strenuous
efforts to refurbish the image of ro::>scx:: which has a tarnished reputation of
being a rather purposeless body, including radical changes to its agenda and
methods of work.
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In utilizing EX:x:s:c for these purposes, modalities will have to be
agreed for making it possible for specialized age~ies or their executive
heads to bring to the attention of EXX>S:X: issues which in their view warrant
the Courx:il's attention.

'rtlis might inply a rrore active role for ACC in

giving executive heads a prior awortunity of receiving the reactions of their
colleagues, about any suhnissions which they wish to nake to the Council
having inplications for other organizations.
-r

,

'!here will also be a need to consider how to deal with other \\Ork now
being done b y ~ such as the reports caning fran subsidiary bodies. One
can envisage a t\\0-track approach where every year BX.6<X: meets at the \\Orking
level to carry out its roonitoring, managerial and co-ordination functions, and
also at a somewhat higher level to prepare the grOUI'X3 en key issues which can
be taken up at a second stage by ministers and/or senior officials over a
cooparatively short period of time.

'l11e corx::lusions and recormendations of

the ministerial review could be the authoritative basis for organizations of
the system to draw up and to harroonize relevant parts of their medium-term
plans and prograrrare budgets.

They could also be

used

by governments in the

consideration of priorities for global prograrmes.

Whichever option is adopted, it should

be

recognized -that for the UN to

play its role in these areas, a parallel effort is required by Member States
to provide consistent and coherent policy guidance to the Council.
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Ministerial participation
It should be stressed that the prospects of securing the participation
of ministers and/or senior officials will be ITUCh enhanced if the issues are
of high political importance, and are carefully prepared so that areas of
convergence and divergence are precisely identified. Ministers can then
concentrate on narrCMing the divergences in order to reach agreement on clear
lines of action to be pursued, and which also could provide guidance to
.,

agencies and entities in the system.

,

Secretariat support
Secretariat support for such analytical work has to go beyond a task
force that meets for only once or twice a year.

'!be secretariat personnel

involved must work together for a sustained period of time to prepare
well-articulated and authoritative analyses of the performance and prospects
of the world economy and of particular issues. Accordingly, systematic staff
arrangeirents are required.

This is why the establishment of a small policy planning staff - drawn
from the specialized agencies and the organization - has been suggested by ~e
Secretary-General. The staff should be of high intellectual calibre and \rt10rk
in a collegial atmosphere.

They should have the status to bring to the

collective effort the expertise of their respective organizations. They
would, as ai;:propriate, be assigned on a full-time basis. 'Ibey would be
responsible to the Secretary-General in consultation with the relevant members
of N::C.

In practice, they would work under the Director-General whose office

already has responsibilities for intra-organization and interagency
co-ordination in the economic and social sectors.
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'.Ihe cooposition of the staff would change depending upon the issues
being considered. However, a hard core of analysts will be needed to
undertake the analytical work on economic and social trends.

'!'here would also

be need for a SUH?()rting data base and canputer servic~s.

It is difficult to judge what arrangenent would best ensure the
continuing involvement of all of the relevant agencies and entities. The
approach should be pragmatic.-' In ~ case, i,t is i.nportant that the
arrangement be so designed that all of the parties concerned view the
secretariat as a source of strength for their work, rather than as a rival
group.

Steps towards implementation
If the Secretary-General wishes to proceed with his proposal or a
variant of it, ste~ should be taken to launch sare very informal
consultations with a view to seeing what options would carmand the broadest
rreasure of agreenent.

The informal discussions with sorre rrernbers of Nr. on

October 21 is a first step.

If that produces sorre positive signals, the

Secretary-General might wish to sourrl out sorre key delegations. He might also
ask some of his senior colleagues to test out ideas in contacts with
capitals. '.Ihe aim should be to have a clear view by the end of this current
session of the GA, of the elements of a possible ai:proach. An initiative
might then be taken early in 1988 through the EXX6CC Special Corrmission or
directly in ro:sx: so that the refonns could take effect at . the latest in 1989.
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It would be useful if, without prejudice to the further consideration of
the Secretary-General's prqx,sals, a small interagency group of senior
officials could be set up to identify an initial short list of major issues
which warrant a convergent am co-operative ar:proach by relevant agencies and
entities. The group could also be asked to consider questions related to the
establishnent of a policy planning staff such as the size, level, and
canposition of the staff, the financing of it, its terms of reference, and its
possible interaction with the ' NJ:, machinery. ,

